GREEKS

ATTENTION

The fraternities and sororities play a big
part in campus life.

The Tigers have two home basketball
games this week. Saturday they meet
Duke at 3:30 p.m., and Wednesday they
take on North Carolina at 7:30 p.m.
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Fraternity activities violated alcohol policy
by Bob Adams
news editor
Approximately one half of the
15 fraternities in the Interfraternity Council violated an IFC
policy calling for a dry rush last
week, according to Michael
Schardein, assistant dean of student life.
No official action will be taken
against the chapters for several
reasons, Schardein said. But he
added the university "won't wipe
the slate clean again."
Schardein would not name the
fraternities in violation of the
policy. "Because we are asking
the entire system to do a better
job, we don't want to pick on a
few."
The violations were reported
by IFC members, rushees, and
members who were present at the
gatherings.
The source of the alcohol is not
known, Schardein said, since he
does not have access to the
records.
"Possession is our concern," he
said. "Most of the rushees were
under the legal drinking age."
"I decided because there were
so many, probably half [of the
fraternities], that we are going to

say we need to put together a
system where there are no violations.
"If they [the IFC members]
can put together a program that
assures us a greater accountability
in rush, then we will consider this
a trial rush," Schardein said.
The policy banning alcohol
from rush week activities was
passed by a 10-5 vote during a
November meeting. Each fraternity is represented on the council
by its president and a representative.
Any fraternity in violation of
the policy could receive a probationary period of one year. The
probation would prohibit the
chapter's participation in intramural sports, Homecoming,
Tigerama, Greek Week, pageants, and parades. A letter of
notification would be sent to the
fraternity's national office.
Removal of the chapter from
the campus would occur if a second violation was reported.
"As long as we are really trying to make dry rush work, they
[the office of student life] are not
going to do anything," Fred
Williams, IFC president, said.
"We don't want to hurt the
see Rush, page 8

file photo

The photo above was taken during a rush party two years ago. The Interfraternity Council has
since prohibited alcohol from rush activities.

Catalog system installed
by Bob Adams
news editor
The Library User Information
System, called LUIS, is being
put into use for the first time today at the Cooper Library.
Being a computerized catalog
I—system, the service is directly
tied into the library's catalog of
books purchased since 1975.
Many other titles are also included, and the entire library
should be cataloged by 1987, according to Joe Boykin, director
of libraries.
"From the viewpoint of the
library, the card catalog will be
eliminated by 1987," Boykin
said. "This will save us a lot of
money in maintenance costs."
Before the elimination of the
card catalog, library workers will
probably stop preparing cards
for new books. Thus, LUIS will
be the first thing students will
use to find books, according to
■oykin.

The character Luis has been
used in promotional literature
for the Library User Information
System.

The card catalog should be used
for any item the user knows is
dated before 1975, until the
system is completed.
Eight terminals for use with
the system have been placed in

the library across from the
reference desk. In addition to using these terminals, almost any
terminal on campus can be used
to search the catalog.
The terminals in the library
were purchased with funds donated by Blue Key Honor Fraternity from Tigerama 1983. More
terminals will be added later,
some on different levels of the
library.
"We expect many people to be
searching the catalogs before
ever coming into the library,"
Boykin said. Courier, IBM, and
Telex terminals can be used with
the system.
Boykin said the system is easier to use than the card catalog,
which has been developed over
the years by and for librarians.
Users can look for titles by
author, title, or subject. Subjects
must be those established by the
Library of Congress.
LUIS is only the first part of a
see Luis, page 3

Drug testing planned
in Athletic Department
by Steve Collins
assistant news editor
The university may begin
testing athletes for drugs this
spring, but the decision to do so
is independent of the ongoing
investigation by the State Law
Enforcement Division, Athletic
Director Bill McLellan said
Wednesday.
"This is something that
we've tried to bring about since
last year," he said.
"And in light of recent developments, we are stepping up
our efforts to get the program
started during the present
spring semester."
McLellan said the testing
would be started as soon as the
proper procedure can be implemented. Athletes in all 17
sports will be included in the
program.

He said that the existing
policy concerning the unauthorized use of drugs by athletes
would be strictly enforced if
any discrepanices were discovered. The present policy
calls for the immediate suspension of any athlete or member
of the athletic department who
violates this rule.
In a separate statement, head
football coach Danny Ford
sharply criticized a story that
appeared in Sunday's Greenville News concerning former
student assistant strength
coach Jack Harkness, who told
the newpaper that he [Harkness]
distributed steroids to five
Clemson football players.
"The Greenville News story
implies significant involvement
of our football coaches with the
distribution of steroids," Ford
see Drugs, page 10
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Protesters did not
inform campus
Tuesday marked the twelfth
anniversary of the Supreme
Court decision making abortion
legal and available to women
across the country.
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Protests and observances
were held in Washington,
Columbia, and Clemson. What,
you did not hear about the protest held on the universty campus? Well, you could always rely
upon the campus media to inform you of this event.
But we were not informed.
Around lunchtime at the
union plaza, a group of people
protesting abortion gathered in
the manner of which the government approves. It was a
quiet observance—so quiet that
only outside media knew the
protest was occurring.
The event was organized by a
campus organization, and it
had every right to protest or
state it's opinion as far as I am
concerned.
However, isn't the purpose of
a protest to get more people informed? If the.organizers wanted
to make the public aware of its
opinions and ideas, they should
have used every available outlet to get the event publicized.
Very few, if any, signs were
placed around campus announcing the rally. How were students supposed to find out
about the rally?
The rally was located in a
well-traveled place on campus,
and it would be easily accessed
by half of the on-campus population. For some free publicity,
the group could have called
WSBF or The Tiger.
Abortion is a volatile issue, to
put it mildly. Clinics have been
bombed, and protests have increased in number during the
past year. Was the reason that
the event was not publicized
because the group feared competition from an opposing
viewpoint?
News teams from several upstate television and radio stations covered the rally, and I
wonder if they were informed of
the rally. I mean, WYFF-TV
does not ride around the Clemson area looking for a story to
happen.
Someone obviously took the
time to spread the word to
these media groups. Could not
the caller have picked up the
phone a couple of more times to
get the word to the students?
The telephone call would not
even have been long distance.
Maybe students were not the
focus of the rally. Perhaps the
organizers thought the television medium would make a
more powerful tool for the
dissemination of their ideas.
If they wanted to attract not
the students but the home television audience, why didn't
they hold the protest at the
television station parking lot?
Or better yet, the protest could
have been held inside the studio. It would not have been half
ias cold.

Reward offered
for false alarms
by Bob Ellis
assistant advertising manager
The Housing Office is offering
a $50 reward to anyone providing
information that leads to the arrest of anyone pulling false fire
alarms. There have been numerous incidents of false fire alarms
in the past week.

Police Beat
Kevin Robert Collette, William
Jack Guinn, and Luz Maria
Headley were arrested for selling
magazine subscriptions without
a license in Levsr Hall. CUPD Investigator Thea McCrary said
students do not have to be
harassed by these people.
She added, "In past cases,
students have not received their
subscriptions sometimes from
certain companies." McCrary
urges students to call the University police if bothered by unlicensed solicitors.
During the past week, there
were eight cases of vandalism
reported to the CUPD. Jan. 15,
Clifton Edward Davis reported
automobile vandalism, which occurred in the C-3 parking lot.
Sonya Goodman also reported
auto vandalism Jan. 17. Two
more cases of auto vandalism
were reported Jan. 17 by Lyndal
Lee and Tom Simril in Shotgun

Alley and the R-2 lot, respectively.
Also two cases were reported
of auto vandalism Jan. 20 in the
Mell Hall parking lot. Dan
Burkett reported vandalism in
the basement of Lever Jan. 16.
Jan. 20, C. Cox reported a broken
window at the Clemson House.
Three motor vehicle accidents
occurred Jan. 15, the first in the
C-l parking lot involving
Thomas Edwin McAllister and
Kwan Sz Yang. Yang hit
McAllister's automobile. The
second was on Highway 93 at the
band field, involving Jeanette
Lisa Frooman. The third accident was at Cherry Road and Old
Stadium road, involving Martha
Ruth Davis.
Four cases of petty larceny
were reported this past week.
Jan. 15, James F. Chastain III
reported that something was
stolen from his car in the R-3 lot.
Donald F. Wagner reported his
tail lights were stolen from his
car at the Horticultural Gardens
Jan. 16. A car cover was taken
from Mark Missroom's car at
Fike Recreational Center in the
north parking area Jan. 17.
Jan. 18, a book sack belonging
to Henry Smith was taken from
Harcombe Dining Hall. Warren
S. Murff was the victim of theft
Jan. 18. In the R-3 lot, Jeanette
Cook reported a stolen gas cap
and some stolen gas Jan. 19.

Figure eights
Midi Bounds skates on the frozen reflection pond in front of the
Cooper library Wednesday night. Record low temperatures have
kept the pond frozen.

Gift Club
established
by Bob Ellis
assistant advertising manager
A new gift club, the
President's Club, has been
established by University President, Bill Atchley and Board of
Trustees Chairman James Waddell.
Only individuals who donate or
pledge $10,000 can become members of the President's Club. The
charter membership period is
retroactive to July 1, 1983, and
lasts through Dec. 1, 1985.
Contributions can be given in a
variety of forms ranging from
cash to securities to property
totaling $10,000 or more. This
amount can be donated in a lump
sum or over three or 10 years, "to
a deferred gift of $25,000 or more
given under arrangements with
the foundation."
Tom Lynch, chairman of the
President's Club, said, "Our
basic goal is to increase the
university's endowment and
private support, but we do have
broader goals as well.
"Through the President's Club
we hope to encourage alumni and
friends to take a more active interest in the university. Participation in club activities will,
of course, be a personal matter,
but through meetings, publications, and other means of communication, we hope to develop a
free exchange of ideas between club
members and the administration."
Don Elam, vice president for
institutional advancement said
that the donor has the right to
designate where his donation will
be used or he can donate it to an
unrestricted fashion. He said
that the money would go to
"long-range missions and goals
of the university."

STUDENT BODY ELECTIONS
for
President, Vice President and Trial Court
(8 court positions)
Nominating Petitions can be picked up
at the Student Government Office at
this time and must be returned by
Friday, February 8, 5:00 P.M.
Election Date Tuesday, March 5,
and
Runoff Election Date is Tuesday, March 19.
For more information, call 2195.
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Luis

continued from page one
larger system the library will be
establishing in phases. In
February acquisitions will be
listed on the system, so records
will show up if a book is "on
order" or "being processed."
Later in the spring a serials
check will be placed in the system. Material in journals and
periodicals will be included where
now the visible file is the only
listing of this information.
During the 1985-86 academic
year, a new circulation system
will inform users on whether a
book is available, if it's checked
out, and when it is due.
A help desk is being operated
for the initial weeks of operation
of the system. After the help
desk is closed, questions will be
answered by reference desk
workers.
The system was developed
about six or seven years ago at
Northwestern University and
has been marketed for the past
three years.
"A number of other schools are
using this system, including Harvard, Auburn, and the University
of Florida," Boykin said.

Speaking Out
by Bryan Sifford
staff writer

Q

uestion: How do you feel about legalized abortion?

"I feel an abortion should be allowed
only in cases of rape and if the mother's
life is in danger."
—Don Lusk

"I feel that it is a woman's right. I
mean, it's her body, and I feel that she
should have some control over it."
- G. Scott Holcombe

"In my opinion, it is up to the woman.
I support pro-choice. Especially for poor
women, having a child a woman is unable or unwilling to support is grossly
unfair to that child. If a child is not
wanted, a child should not be put
through a life of foster homes. We can
preach morals all we want, and I am a
conservative, but there are still going to
be people who 'play with fire.' Why
should the child suffer?"
— Diane DeLucia

Joe Boykin

Instructions set for computer catalog
To search the catalog of the
library, follow these steps to use
LUIS:
• Find an IBM, Telex, or
Courier terminal on campus.
• Make sure the terminal is
not logged on.

• Type in "library," then
press "enter." "Library" must
be typed in capital letters.
• LUIS will appear on the
screen with a welcoming message.
• Read the message and follow

the instructions provided by the
terminal.
• LUIS is available daily from
8 a.m. to 10 p.m., except from
5 to 7 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.

FLORENCE PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE
WILL INTERVIEW ON YOUR CAMPUS
JANUARY 29, 1985.
PLEASE SIGN UP IN THE EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENT OFFICE
IF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR FILE

PRE-SCREENED.

CONTACT YOUR

PLACEMENT OFFICE IMMEDIATELY
OR
CALL OUR DISTRICT OFFICE COLLECT.
(8 0 3) 6 6 9-414 1
319 South Dargan Street
Florence, South-Carolina 29501

FLORENCE DISTRICT ONE IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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f

Editorial-

Next time - - -

Nil

Last year the Intrafraternity Council voted 10 to five
to conduct a completely dry rush this semester. Yes, that
means a rush with no beer and no liquor.
In accord with the national chapters, the council, and
thereby the fraternities, made this agreement. They also
agreed that failure to comply with the new rule would
result in a one-year probation from activities which revolve
around the existence of a fraternity: Homecoming,
Tigerama, parades, and Greek Week. Their livelihood would
be gone. No projects to plan; no fun.
Indeed, this is a stiff penalty for that infraction, but
the Council had laid down the law and made it known.
Now, that council, comprised of the very presidents of
the member fraternities, is trying to inconspicuously pick
up the law and place it down again—this time a little more
firmly. They want another chance, but the glue has already
dried on the surface.
Approximately half of the fraternities decided that
projects and fun did not mean as much to them as the
alcohol; they went against the council's rules.
And now the council has changed its mind—this
semester's rush will merely be a trial for the upcoming
rushes.
.
. „
Just who, may we ask, is running this trial? Ironically,
the IFC seems to be involved in every aspect of it.
The council created the law and set out to enforce it
under pain of strict penalties. Then, when its own members
violated the law, the judges became the criminals. And
now, the criminals wish to be their own jury in order to
pardon themselves.
.
"But next time we'll..." The supply of ' next time s
is infinite. How many times will it take for next time to
come?
Could it be possible that the violators of the rush rules
were those with the five dissenting votes? We will never
know since the Office of Student Life refuses to release the
names of the guilty parties.
Is it the guilty ones who deserve protection? Or is it
the state drinking law that needs the guards? Do Student
Life and the fraternities know right from wrong?
Regardless of all the excuses that the fraternities and
their members can furnish, the law is the law. We may not
always agree with the law, but violating it is not the
solution—it serves only to weaken our system. And in our
system, respect for the law is quite necessary.
The IFC and the fraternities have made their bed—too
bad it is sopping wet. Now one or the other will have to lie
in it. The fraternities can lie down and lose their privileges
for one year, or the IFC and the principles of democracy
can prostrate themselves before the Greeks. The choice is
obvious.
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Jumper cables, please
Have you noticed all the
stalled cars around campus
lately? Yes, the cold weather
has taken its toll. People are
running everywhere trying
to get jumper cables and
fresh batteries before the
University Police ticket their
cars or have them towed
away.

MICHAEL LUSK"
—
commentary"
The police and the union
are helpful in this case. If
you call the police and tell
them where your car is
stalled and when you think
you might be able to move
it, they won't ticket it. And
the union has jumper cables
available, but only from
8 a.m. until 11 p.m.

Now, I don't expect the
union to be open all night,
but back when the police
still kept the jumper cables,
they could still be checked
out at night because, of
course, the police station is
open all night. I believe
there should be some sort of
arrangement made between
the two, so that people could
get cables after 11 p.m.
I know that cars stall after
11 p.m. Mine has done it
twice this week. My
roommates didn't have
cables; I didn't know
anybody who did, and it was
late at night. I didn't want
to disturb anyone, so I
waited until the Union was
open.
I got a set of cables today,

and tomorrow I am getting a
new battery, so I hope I
won't have any more
problems for a while. But
what about everybody else
who has car problems at
night? Maybe they can't
wait until morning.
We need jumper cables
available at all times. The
police station should use
some of those funds from
parking tickets or the union
could use funds from The
Nut Hut or from the hand
truck rentals to buy a few
sets of jumper cables. They
don't cost much.
If we can have a new
chemistry building or a
Strom Thurmond Institute,
or an indoor track, what's a
couple of jumper cables?
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Letters policy
Editor's
note:
The
''Letters" section will appear
on page 6 of this week's
Tiger.
The Tiger welcomes letters
and guest commentaries
from its readers on all
subjects. Letters and guest
commentaries should be
typed double-spaced on a
65-character line.
The editor in chief reserves
the right to edit letters and

guest commentaries for style
and space. Also, letters
which are potentially libelous
or in poor taste will be
withheld if the editorial
board deems it appropriate.
Each letter and commentary must include the
signature and address of its
author. However, names may
be withheld from letters in
the newspaper at the request
of the author and at the
discretion of the editorial

board.
\
A file of letters is
maintained by the editor in
chief
Please send letters and
commentaries to the
attention of the editor in
chief, The Tiger,
Box 2097 University
Station, Clemson, S.C.
29632-2097, or bring them
by the offices at room 906 of
the Student Union.
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Opinion
We've all got a job to do, so let's do it
Today, as I was driving out by
Y-Beach, I saw a Clemson crosscountry runner jogging down
Highway 93. As I passed him, I
found myself wondering if he took
drugs to enable him to run harder
and faster.
1

Straight Talk
PAM
SHEPPARD
I shook my head, trying to push
the thought aside, because I knew
he was possibly undeserving of what
was going through my head.
When will it all stop? When will
Clemson's athletic department
become respectable by not only the
nation, but by all those die-hard
Tiger fans like myself who find it
harder and harder to take the
criticism and dish out the rebuttals?
When will the administration
realize that the athletic department
has not only taken control over
athletes and personnel, but of the
reputation of Clemson University as
well? When will Sisyphus make it up
the hill for good?
It seems like the athletes and all
the innocent supporters are
constantly pushing the boulder up
the hill just to have someone above
them push it back down. It's like
having an arm cut off, sewed back
on, and then cut off again and again.
The way I see it, we have two

choices. We can leave the arm off
and make do without it, however
miserable that may seem, or we can
do away with the knife and the hand
that uses it.
As an analogy, what if the state
decided that we could not have the
money for a new chemistry building
if our chemistry department was not
the best program of its kind in the
nation? And what if professors who
wanted that building so desperately
gave students unearned grades and
then drugs to better their thinking
ability?
And what if alumni gave the
students spending money, cars, and
television sets so they could spend
their time studying instead of
working at jobs in the evenings?
And what if the state found out
about all this?
Two things I know for sure would
happen: there would be no groundbreaking ceremony for the building,
and the state would take action
against the guilty parties.
But would the administration take
action against the guilty ones?
Imagine the conversation between
University President Bill Atchley
and Chemistry Department Head
Darryl DesMarteau.
"Darryl, it seems some things
have been going on in your
department of this fine institution of
higher learning."
"It sure seems that way,
Mr. President."
"What do you think I ought to do
about it?"
"Well, if you take my job, the

alumni's money will go with me, and
the trustee members, who happen to
be very close friends of mine, would
not like it very much because I have
been in charge of making my
department one of the finest in the
land, sir."
"Darryl, what do you do with all
your time?"
"I . . . uh . . . well, I spend a lot of
it trying to get alumni to give us
more money, and I spend a lot of it
on administrative duties."
"Darryl, do any of those
administrative duties involve being
responsible for what happens in
your department?"
"Uh . . . yes, sir, but I only have
two eyes."
"Well, Darryl, I'll explain it to
you like this: First of all, we don't
need to spend time bringing in .
money for illegal actions; secondly,
the chain of command at this
university is defined.
"Professors have the task of
teaching students honestly. If the
students do something wrong, it's
up to the professor to do something
about it. You have the task of
keeping up with the professors.
"If professors don't abide by the
rules, there are others who will. The
dean of the college of sciences has
the responsibility to make sure all of
his department heads do their jobs.
And I have the responsibility of
making ..."
"Mr. President, but shouldn't I
maybe, if I'm really good from here
on out, get a second chance?"

'Darryl, have you ever heard of
the sport called baseball? I played it,
on a professional basis for a while,
and I had the opportunity to learn
what strikes are. You had your first
strike when the professors were
giving students unearned grades.
Your second strike came when
alumni gave students money and
such. And, Darryl, are you listening
to me, Darryl?"
"Yes, sir."
"You struck out when you
somehow let those nasty drugs filter
into the bodies of those fine
students."
"But, sir, I told you that I did not
know that that was going on."
"Darryl, would the man in that
oval office way up in Washington,
D.C., say that same thing if a
careless soul sent a nuclear weapon
over to Moscow?"
"But, sir ... "
"Oh, no 'but sir.' Would he say it?
Even if that poor soul, God forgive
him, had honest intentions for our
country?"
"I guess I should go now, sir." ,
"Yes, Darryl, and one more thing,
take all those poor souls with you
because, Darryl..."
"Yes, Mr. President?"
"We will do things right around
here, and it's my job above all else
to make sure of that, because if I
don't, there's someone out there who
will."
Is this conversation possible? In
any deapartment? Perhaps we will
soon find out.

Coaches get support from ex-Clemson jock
Editor's note: The following
commentory was written by exClemson shotputter Peter Dajia, who
asked that his current address be
kept from the article.
In light of what is happening to
the Clemson athletic department,
there is no doubt in my mind as to
the answer to the question on page
21 in the Jan. 11 issue of The Tiger
concerning which athletic program
in the United States has the worst
reputation: Clemson now wins it
hands down.

PETER MJIA

commentary"

This latest incident into the drug
probe has put a lot of pressure on
the athletes at Clemson. Guilty or

not, they are—or should I now say
they are always going to be—under
suspicion as being guilty. I guess
this situation has labeled everyone
as guilty until proven innocent.
With all the blow up of the bad
press that has evolved from the
situation in the last month or so, I
believe it is about time someone
stuck his neck out and voiced his
support for the coaches.
Speaking as an ex-Clemson track
and field athlete, I was fortunate
enough to pick a school with two
good men coaches. They both (Sam
Colson and Stan Narewski) helped
me out with good coaching whenever
they could, as well as with any other
problems that a foreign athlete
could encounter.
I neither condone the use of

performance-enhancing drugs nor
am I for it. From the athlete's point
of view, we are virtually forced to
explore the realm of chemicals to
help us become better athletes.
The use of drugs in athletics has
been forced on athletes by the socalled supporters of athletics. You,
as a whole, think drug use by
athletes is unethical, immoral, and
dangerous, yet you still put pressure
on us to win. After all, who wants to
back a loser, right?
So then the athlete is faced with a
choice: be a loser or have a chance to
be a winner with drugs helping to
get the edge.
Another load I would like to take
off my shoulder is the intimidation
of the officers (SLED) who handled

the case. They were telling us
whoever had taken the drug was in
danger and they should be checked
out physically: this was a bunch of
crock. Once they got what they
wanted they didn't care for the
athletes' welfare, whether they took
the drug or not.
The end result, I can honestly say,
is that there never will be an end to
drug use in athletics. It seems to me
that Sam and Stan are going to take
the fall for what most likely goes on
at most college athletic programs.
Despite what has happened or what
is going to happen, I still have great
respect for Sam and Stan as coaches
and as people. I'm sure there are a
few other athletes who share my
respect for them.

1 T£LL YA JOHNNV,
I DON'T GET NO RESPECT/
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Letters

Rabble
This letter is for three purposes:
(1) to let you know who those crazies
are who wear orange shirts, sit
behind the bench, and form tunnels
for the basketball team, (2) to praise
the student body, and (3) to enlist
the help of the students.
First of all, we crazies are the
Rabble Rousers (formerly the Sixth
Man Club). We are the basketball
spirit club, and we are larger and
more enthusiastic than ever. Our
meetings are every Tuesday night at
7:00 p.m. in 108 Sirrine. We
welcome new members and ideas.
Secondly, I have been coming to
see Clemson basketball games for a
very long time, and I don't
remember ever seeing the
enthusiasm and support as strong as
it is this year. You, the students, are
louder and more spirited, the Pep
Band is better than ever, the
cheerleaders have even gotten more
spirited, and the Rally Cats have
become more dedicated. Give
yourselves a hand.
The last thing I want to say, and
perhaps the most important, is that
the Rabble Rousers need your help.
We play North Carolina next
Wednesday (Jan. 30) at 7:30 p.m.,
and the Lady Tigers play Wake

Forest at 5:00 p.m. The Tar Heels
are highly ranked and will be tough
to beat. But we can beat them, and
this is where you come in.
The gates will open at 4:30 p.m.;
please come to the women's game
and be very vocal.
However, at the end of the first
game, please become silent, bring a
newspaper, and "read" between
games. This is known as the "Silent
Treatment," and it can be very
effective. It unnerves the opponent.
Don't say anything until the team
comes running through our tunnel,
then let it all break loose.
Raise the roof off Littlejohn! The
last time this was done was when
Duke came into Littlejohn ranked
we
number one, and guess what
won!
Susan E. Cartwright
President, Rabble Rousers

Embarrassing
At the Clemson-Virginia game last
Saturday I was taking in all the
excitement, most of it being
fantastic.
First, I'd like to congratulate
Coach Ellis and our team for the

fine JOD they're doing this year. We
no longer have to go to the game
with the feeling of, "I wonder how
much they're going to lose by?" We
once again have a team that can
contend with anybody.
Before the Virginia game, Coach
Ellis walked up through the student
section, shaking hands and
encouraging the students' support.
That really impressed me. It made
me remember that the team out on
the court is our team and not out
there just to make those
everpowerful IPTAY members
happy.
I am really excited that Coach
Ellis has gotten back that winning
Tiger spirit.
Secondly, I'd like to thank the pep
band for the terrific job it's doing in
helping to set the exciting mood at
the games. The trumpets are doing
especially well.
Thirdly, there is one group at the
games which really embarrassed our
school last weekend. I'm talking
about the "Rabble Rousers"
(formerly the Sixth Man Club). I
thought it was in very bad taste for
them to hold up signs that said
"Term Paper" so that they could
poke fun at Polynice, the Virginia

center.
At the beginning of the season
(back in November), Polynice was
caught plagiarizing a term paper for
an English class. He knew he had
made a mistake, so he left school for
a while to think it out and try to
correct the embarrassing problem.
The fact is the term paper incident
had been solved a couple of months
ago. There was no need in the world
for the "Rabble Rousers" to
embarrass him before 7,000 people
and a TV audience.
The "Rabble Rousers" also did a
similar act at the NC State game by
poking fun at a Wolfpack player
who stole a pizza.
Our players are not perfect. Other
schools could probably pick out
faults in our players and heckle
them at games. Why should we
stoop low enough to give other
players this cruel treament?
The idea of having a group like
the "Rabble Rousers" is a terrific
idea, but it should be at the games
for the sole purpose of encouraging
fan support, not harassing the other
team.Stephen R. Drake

Canyoupickout
theMBMfromtheMBA's?
We can make
your IRA
work harder so
you don't have
to work longer.
Don't settle for low interest on your
IRA. I can show you a range of IRA
plans that match your financial
goals, and help you earn more for
retirement. You can even have
different IRA's for diversity. Call me
today for the details.
Tony Turner
302-C College Ave.
Clemson, SC 29631
654-5556

Edward D. Jones G Co.

By giving yourself the advantage of a Masters of Brand Management, you re giving
yourself a better opportunity than an MBA to get a job and quickly succeed at build
a productive, lucrative career as a corporate product manager or account executive.
If selected for admittance into the Masters of Brand Management program, you 11
spend time in the classroom and spend time as a salaried intern with a major national
company. Qualifying applicants may also be eligible for a $6,000 scholarship in the form
of a tax tree stipend.
...
■ ■
_*
Discover the difference one degree can make. Use the coupon below to contact
us for details today. Or call Professor Fred D. Reynolds at (404) 542-2123.
Professor Fred D. Reynolds
Brooks Hall
The University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602
Please send me information on the Masters of Brand Management Program
Name.

Member New York Slock Exchange

Member Securities Investor Protection Corporation

Address.
School.
Graduation Date.
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Master Planner expects campus growth
course. We're working on the renovation of Godfrey Hall.
And because of the Thurmond Center, we'll have to
relocate the commuter parking lot and expand it.

by Steve Collins
assistant news editor
Mark Wright, the university master planner, is in
charge of the physical development of the campus.

~ Personal Profile ~
The Master Plan, completed in 1982, is a comprehensive, long-range plan for the growth of the university.
-Describe a typical workday.
There is no such thing. That's one of the reasons I enjoy my job so much—there are so many different things to
do. I usually get here around 7:30. Sometimes I work in
the office and sometimes I'm involved all day with the
various committees that I serve on.

— How about a parking garage?
That comes up from time to time. The best estimate
we have is that it would cost $5,000 per space. We have a
tradition of not having any parking fees, but that would
certainly have to change if we had a parking garage.
-Does the Master Plan include the stadium itself?
Yes, the athletic department works with us. They
have a list of things they would like to see improvements
made on at sometime in the future, such as a second upper
deck for the west stand, practice gyms attached to Littlejohn, and indoor tennis courts. We're committed to having
lights for the baseball fields by this, coming season.

-What exactly does your job entail?
I do a lot of different things, but they all fall into the
framework of coordinating the long-range development of
the campus. We completed the Master Plan in 1982, and
that established a framework for the future growth. It's
divided into six major elements: the academic programs
and the number of students in each college, the pedestrian
systems, the recreation and open space, transportation
and parking, utilities, and housing.
Using that as a guide, we have a university planning
board that represents a broad cross section of the different interest groups on campus-ranging from the
students to the Board of Trustees. This planning board
reviews any physical change of the campus, to see if it
meets the Master Plan's guidelines, and make a recommendation to President Atchley. I sit on various committees of this type plus perform a bunch of other miscellaneous duties.
—What does your education consist of?
I have a degree in architecture and a master's in city
and regional planning-both from Clemson.
- How did you end up going to Clemson?
I'm originally from Philadelphia, and I decided in high
school that I wanted to be an architect. I called up various
firms and asked them to recommend some good schools,
and Clemson was one of them. I didn't want to stay close
to home, so it worked out pretty well.
—What is going on right now in terms of planning?
We're working on the Strom Thurmond Institute, of

- Johnstone is a disgrace. What can you do with it?
Yes, the dorm we all know and love. Right now, we're
interviewing architect and engineering firms to do a
feasibility study. We don't know whether it would be
cheaper to tear it down and start from scratch or to do it
section by section.
-How is the new chemistry building coming along?
We've broken ground on it. There's been some bad
weather that has slowed construction down, but we're still
anticipating completion in 20 months.
-What will you do with the old chemistry building?
Our plans now are to renovate Brackett for history,
political science, and psychology. Geology will remain in
the rear, or what is actually the newer wing of the
building.

Mark Wright
only 200 acres.
— Is it easier to plan in a rural setting as opposed to
an urban setting?
I don't think it's easier, just different. We're all faced
with basically the same problems. People look at all of our
space and just assume it would be easier.

-Are there any plans for a research park?
There are plans for three research parks in the state
and one will be located in the Upstate. The Master Plan
— Describe your home life.
now sets the location for somewhere on road 187, which is
We have a new son, as of Jan. 11, so it's pretty much
a connecter between Highway 176 and Interstate 85 as in turmoil. We're not getting much sleep. Prior to that, my
you head toward Anderson. The reason for that is the wife and I enjoyed cooking, entertaining in our home, and
Research Authority preferred a complex that was close to ' traveling together. She's active in the Lutheran church in
town. I bowl, play Softball, and try to play golf. We attend
the interstate and an airport.
quite a few cultural events on campus.
-Will the park be comparable to the Research
— What are your goals?
Triangle located between Duke University, NC State, and
As far as campus goes, I'd like to see the Thurmond
UNC?
The idea is very similar but it won't be on the same Center completed. I'd like to get the Master Plan updated
scale. The Triangle, after all, does involve three univer- and see that some of the facilities on it get funded, such as
sities. They have roughly 5,000 acres, whereas we have the computer and engineering resources.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
FINANCIAL AID
APPLY NOW!
Deadline Date for Scholarships:
February 15
Priority Deadlines for Other Programs:
National Direct Student Loan - April 1
Nursing Student Loan - April 1
College Work-Study Program - April 1
BEOG (Pell Grant) - As Soon As Possible
Application Forms Available in the Clemson
University Office of Financial Aid,
G01 Sikes Hall

Head Hunters
——* H NRSTYUSTS —

Women

$9.00

Men

$8.00

(Blow-dry may be extra)
Special Student Prices

VICTORIA SQUARE
(in Breezeway)

• Style Cuts
-Body Waves

654-2599

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS FOR CAMP COUNSELORS at Camp Sea Gull (boys)
and Camp Seafarer (girls). Serving as a camp counselor is a
challenging and rewarding opportunity to work with young
people, ages 7-16. Sea Gull and Seafarer are health and
character development camps located on the coast of North
Carolina and feature sailing, motorboating, and seamanship,plus many usual camping activities including a wide variety
of major sports. Qualifications include a genuine interest
in young people, ability to instruct in one phase of the
camps' programs, and excellent references. For further 1
information and application, please write a brief resume of
training and experience in area(s) skilled to Don Cheek,
Director, Camps Sea Gull/Seafarer, P. 0. Box 10976, Raleigh,
North Carolina 27605.
_^^^__
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continued from page one
system," Schardein said. "It
would devastate it to put half of
the fraternities on probation."
The probation was probably "a
little strict," since it is effective
for an entire year—the length of
an officer's term, according to
Schardein.
"It's really hard to change
from wet rush to dry rush,"
Williams said. "Most of the guys
in the fraternities went through
wet rush. It is just a transition
period that must be overcome."
Schardein said this was the
first dry rush on campus, and
now they know what can go
wrong with it. The groups need
to have a responsibility to the
chapter, the fraternity, and the
university.

The rush committee of the IFC
is studying alternate ways of
conducting a dry rush. Other
schools that have held dry rushes
have been contacted for suggestions, according to Williams.
The dry rush policy was
developed by the council due to
changes in the state's drinking
laws and a concomitant change
in the university's alcohol policy.
All of the national fraternities
with chapters at the university
voted during their latest national
meetings to have dry rushes.
"We cannot keep saying, 'Fine,
try harder,'" Schardein said.
"There were about a half a dozen
that didn't feel like they should
abide by their own policy. They
should, even if they were dissenting members [in the November

vote]."
Of the fraternities cited for
violations, one half involved only
a few members. The other half involved knowledge of the violations by the entire fraternity.
In the future each violation will
be handled on an individual
basis. Schardein added that he
hoped the IFC could take care of
this matter on its own.
"We were taking somewhat of
a lead in letting them design and
put together their own
programs," Schardein said. "We
had hoped to make the move
from open rush to dry rush as
painless as possible."
"Half of the groups did a super
job, and they deserve a pat on
the back," Schardein said. "But
half didn't."
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Out To Lunch

Fleischer's "Fresh Vegetable Mystery" and
"Jerky Turkey" from gag master Tex
Avery plus lots more. 30 min
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The Bicentennial Year
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Part n. Liz Ray embarrasses Washington.
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Mon-Fri, 1:00 pm

Our Open House
can open up a world of career
opportunities for you.
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Statements From South
Africa & Out From Within
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Rlrns from Mark Kaplan of NLLT^md Mar£SW of Washington State uSverstfy
respectively 30 min

Thursday (Feb. 21) from 6:30 to 8:30 PM
Edgar's Night Club
Plan to attend. Several
off our Technical Managers
will be there to talk
with you. Refreshments
will be served.

Harris is a leading producer of state-of-the-art
communication, information processing and
microelectronic products for the worldwide
information technology market. That's probably one of the reasons why we consistently
ranked among the top 25 employers in the
recent Graduating Engineer Employer Preference Survey. And when you come to our
Open House and On-Campus Interviews,
we'll be glad to tell you about all the other
reasons.

Mon-Fri, 2:30pm

Gloria: An Alleged Case
of Police Brutality

Today, Harris is a Fortune 200 company with
salesof $2 billion. And the outlook for tomorrow
is even more promising.Careeropenings exist
with Harris in the Melbourne/Orlando, Florida
area and Long Island, NY. We are'interested
in meeting candidates at all degree levels in:

Powerful film about an Ohio town divided after white policemen shot a black,
ex-mental patient. 30 min

EE, ME, CS, Comp. E.

On Campus Interviews
Friday (February 22)
See your Placement Office for details.
We are an equal opportunity employer. M/F/H/V
US Citizenship is required for employment with
our Government Systems Sector
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Student senate passes mid-term report resolution
by Vineeta Ambasht
editorial editor
A resolution to revise the
grading scale on mid-term reports to A, B, C, D, and F passed
in regular session of the Student
Senate Monday night. The Committee on Undergraduate Studies
must review and pass the
senate's recommendation before
the grading scale can be changed
from the present E (excellent), S
(satisfactory), and U (unsatisfactory) system.
The original resolution included
a clause that the reports be
distributed to local mailing addresses only. The resolution,
which passed from the Academic
Affairs Committee unanimously
favored, divided the senate, according to Chairman Chip
McElhattan.
"To have reports [mid-term and
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final] prepared it costs the
university around $8,000 per
year-a large part of this is
postage," McElhattan said. "For
the administration, [mid-term
report distribution to local addresses only] is going to save
money. For the faculty, it's going
to cause hardships; they'll have
to sit down and average a grade
or two," he said.
The debate turned to address
the issue of where mid-term
grades would be sent: to the student or his parents. "If you want
to know your grade, ask your
professor," Chairman of the
Athletic Affairs Committee
Scott ^Sprouse said. "I think
parents -especially the ones paying tuition—have a right to know
if their kid's hitting downtown
too much."
Scot Yarborough, chairman of
the Traffic and Grounds Commit-
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The Financial Aid Office,
located in G01 Sikes Hall, will be
accepting undergraduate scholarship applications until Feb. 15
for next year.
"There will be roughly $650,000
available for financial assistance
next year, ranging from $75 to
$3000 per stipend," Marvin G.
Carmichael, director of financial
aid, said.
If a student submits an application, he will be considered for
all scholarships awarded by the
university.
Most students currently receiving a university scholarship are
also required to reapply by Feb. 15
in order to maintain their eligibility.
Transfer students must complete one semester (12 hours)
before they may be considered
for university scholarships.
Carmichael said that there is a
high concentration of scholarships available in textile sciences
and agriculture. Many scholarships
are also available in engineering,
but there is heavy competition.
Also available are work study
funding, Pell grants, and student
loans. Congress and the President have approved $592.5 million nationally for work study
and also approved to increase the
maximum Pell grant to $2100.
Most award notifications are
mailed in late April, and all applicants will be notified of the status
of their requests, even if they are
not awarded scholarships.
Deadlines for other financial aid
programs include: national direct
student loan—April 1, nursing
student loan—April 1, college
work study program—April 1,
and BEOG (Pell grant)—as soon
as possible.
"My personal advice to students is to apply as early as
possible for all forms of financial
assistance," Carmichael said.

Tiger meetings
Sunday

ri

8:00

tee, offered to the resolution an
amendment sending mid-term reports only to the parents of
freshmen. "I think that parental
pressure is important in the
freshman year," Housing Committee Chairman Susan Eckart
said.
"The registrar's office doesn't
have the capability" to filter midterm reports by classifications,
only by the course-level numbers,
said Senator Douglas Bone
(Clemson House). Further arguments by General Affairs Chairman Jon Castro that many
classes are integrated with
freshmen and upperclassmen
spurred another amendment to
have mid-term reports sent to the
permanent addresses listed for
all students.
"If you want to tell your
parents about your mid-term
grades, it's your prerogative,"

Senator David Grossman (Norris
Hall) said. "We're ignoring a trust
between parents and students
here. Nobody makes it through
an institution of higher learning
without self-motivation."
"I've been in school five years,
and I lack self-motivation,"
Senator Sammy demons (Johnstone
F-section) said. "What's that
money [the savings if mid-term
reports were mailed to campus
addresses only] going to go to?
To buy more little carts and pay
more little ladies in blue shirts
to hand out parking tickets?
After the applause which followed demons' speech, the
senate voted in the resolution to
change grade scales, but with no
change in the distribution of the
mid-term reports recommended.
Several seats in the senate remain vacant, and need to be filled
immediately by qualified, in-

terested students, according to
Senate President Ray Workman.
On-campus positions include:
Johnstone C-section, Thornhill,
Bo wen, and Wannamaker.
Off-campus senate candidates
are needed from the following colleges: science, education, nursing, engineering, and two people
from agricultural science.
The General Affairs Committee is in the process of formulating a questionnaire dealing
with reactions to the sale of beer
and wine by the university,
specifically at the East Campus
Store.
Castro had announced
that 100 students would be
surveyed. However, the sample
size will be increased for a larger
cross-section of students upon
the recommendation made by
Senator Clay Addison (College of
Architecture).

YOU'VE GOT TO PLAY
HEflDS-UP BALL
WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR CAREER

THAT'S WHY
NSA OFFERS
YOU THESE
EXCITING
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

COMPUTER
SCIENCE

LINGUISTS

THE REWARDS
AT NSA

There are opportunities in
a variety of research and
development projects
ranging from individual
equipments to very
complex interactive
systems involving large

At NSA you'll discover one
of the largest computer
installations in the world
with almost every major
vendor of computer
equipment represented.
NSA careers provide
mixtures of such disciplines
as systems analysis and
design, scientific
applications programming,
data base management
systems, operating
systems, computer
networking/security, and

NSA offers a wide range
of challenging assignments
for Slavic, Near Eastern
and Asian language majors
involving translation,
transcription and analysis/
reporting. Newly-hired
linguists can count on
receiving advanced training
in their primary language(s)
and can plan on many
years of continued

NSA offers a salary and
benefit program that's
truly competitive with
private industry. There are
assignments for those who
wish to travel and
abundant good living in the
Baltimore-Washington area

numbers of
microprocessors, minicomputers and computer
graphics. Professional
growth is enhanced
through interaction with
highly experienced NSA
professionals and through
contacts in the industrial
and academic worlds.
Facilities for engineering
analysis and design
automation are among the
best available.

MATHEMATICS
You'll work on diverse
agency problems applying
a variety of mathematical
disciplines. Specific
assignments might include
solving communicationsrelated problems,
performing long-range
mathematical research or
evaluating new techniques
for communications
security.

professional growth.

graphics.

for those who wish to stay
close to home.
Countless cultural,
historical, recreational and
educational opportunities
are just minutes away
from NSA's convenient
suburban location.

To find out more
about NSA career
opportunities,
schedule an interview

Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
An Equal Opportunity Employer, U.S. Citizenship Required.

through your college
placement office. For
additional information

On-Campus Recruiting dates:
February 4 (p.m.) &
February 5, 1985

on the National
Security Agency,
write to National
Security Agency,
Attn: M322, Fort
George G. Meade,
Maryland 20755.
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Textile conference planned
assembled garments are returned
to the United States for sale at
cheaper prices.
These cheaper prices would
help combat the import crisis in
American markets. Director of
Professional Development Ralph
Elliott said imports increased by
30 percent last year to produce
this crisis.
Offshore manufacturing has
received some opposition from
AFL-CIO members who say that
the program takes jobs from
American workers. Elliott said
that these "skeptics don't see the
total benefits."
The lower costs of production

by Hugh Gray
circulation manager

Clemson University will sponsor an investigative conference
Jan. 30 through Feb. 1 concerning offshore manufacturing on the
Caribbean island of Barbados.
Offshore manufacturing is a
way of cutting expenses in the
textile industry, according to
Ryan Amacher, dean of the college of commerce and industry.
Item 807 of the U.S. Tariff Laws
allows cloth to be manufactured,
dyed, finished, and cut in the
United States and then sent to
the Caribbean for assembly. The

in the offshore manufacturing
would decrease the consumers'
costs. This decrease would lead
to increased sales and job opportunities in areas other than the
assembly of the product, according to Elliott.
More than 40 industrialists will
participate in the conference. Nearly
60 percent of the participants are
from the garment industry, which
shows that there is a feeling that
the job loss can be circumvented.
This conference, which is selfsupporting, is one of many that
has been coordinated by the office of professional development
since 1958.

Only six more
shopping days
until Groundhog Day.
Ask for our
Groundhog Day specials
at

Flash Foto

Drugscontinued from page one
said. "That is totally false.
Everyone I talked to read the
headlines [Football Players Got
Steroids From Coaches] to
mean football coaches were giving players steroids.
"Our program does not believe in, give advice about, or
even suggest the use of steroids
to our players. I assure the
parents of our current players
and the parents of the players
we are recruiting that we have
never suggested to our players
that they use any drug to
become bigger or better football
players. Winning is certainly
not that important."
The continuing investigation
by SLED and the resulting controversy both stem from the
discovery of phenylbutazone
during Stijn Jaspers' autopsy
last November. The athlete had
no prescription for medication.

nU.TJiH111.U'M.-|.l
Next Week: Late Show
Woody Allen's
"Everything You Always
Wanted to Know About Sex*
■But Were Alraid to Ask"

Looking for some new ideas to
have some fun? Something you can
do with 1-20 people? Then look no
further. Send for our detailed list
of favorite drinking games today!
Send $3.95 to: Friendly Drinking
Games, P.O. Box 1041,
Washington, PA 15301.

The Scene

.You're deep under the sea.
jgeare 4600 tons of nuclearpowered submarine around
you. Your mission- to preserve
-the peace.
Your job- to coordinate a
practice missile launch. Everything about the sub is state-ofthe-art, including you.
The exercise-a success. You're
part of that success and now
you're riding high.

thanks

Dirty Dingus
McGee
Rough Mix
Dusty Singleton,
Greg Caine
and all those who
helped make the
night a good one

In the nuclear Navy, you learn
quickly. Over half of America's
nuclear reactors are in the
Navy. And that means you get
hands-on experience fast.
You get rewarded fast, too.
With a great starting salary of _
$22,000 that can build to as
much as $44,000 after five years.
And with training and skills , .
you'll use for a lifetime.
Then, whether you'reai^^

Mediter£anjariyh€pacific or
the Atlahtic.jyhergver you
move around the world, you'll
be moving~up in your career
and in the Navy. ^__
Find out more about an _exciting future that you can
"start today.
-—^^=-3^

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
J
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Board distributes posters

Students living on campus
received posters Wednesday
evening depicting what IPTAY
has done for Clemson. The poster
is composed of five color photographs of athletic events—a tennis match, a football game, the
Rising Above project releasing
365,000 orange balloons, a
basketball game, and the recent
Spirit Blitz cards display at the
Clemson-Virginia Tech football
game—and statements explaining the various kinds of support
IPTAY has given to the university.
According to Scott MacLean,
vice chairman for the IPTAY
Student Advisory Board, which
sponsored the project, "This
project is aimed at informing.the
students about the board and its
purpose as a liaison between the
students and IPTAY.
"Most people don't realize that

IPTAY maintains many of the
athletic facuities on campus," he
said. "This work then subsidizes
the athletic department which
can then provide revenues for
projects benefitting students."
Students living off campus
may obtain a poster at the
library starting Feb. 1.
In addition to the poster, the
board has improved the complimentary IPTAY membership
program, according to MacLean.
In the near future all students
who complete 95 hours will
receive a complimentary subscription to The Orange and
White and a one-year IPTAY
membership upon graduation.
"The members have learned a
great deal about the functions of
IPTAY," MacLean said, "and
are anxious to communicate with
the student body. The board

Summer Study Abroad

SKI RENTALS

APPALACHIAN TRAIL

OUTFITTERS
College Ave.
Clemson, S.C.
(805)6*4-1757

Sales and
Tune-ups

2JI

All Winter
Clothing

JL
IT

ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
COURSES IN EUROPE
1

meets with the IPTAY directors
before the directors' quarterly
meetings and everyone has been
receptive to student input."
Students who have ideas for
board projects or are interested
in any part of IPTAY should contact an advisory board member.
The members are Jim Hunter,
chairman; MacLean; Jill Mixon,
secretary; Mark Wilson, Student
Body President; Beth English,
student body Vice President;
Scott Sprouse, chairman of Student Senate's Athletic Affairs
Committee; Pam Sheppard, Carol
Ann McVey, Barry Reynolds,
and Scott Harke, media representatives; Jim Cuttino, former Student Body Vice President; and
Ken Shull, Mark Daniels, Chap
Jones, Kevin Landmesser,
Louisa Dodd, Kenny Owens, and
Belva White as elected members

locations: Paris, France and Mzano, Italy

Sperry in Reston, Virginia is looking for creative thinkers.
In the Systems Management Group at Sperry-Reston, we concentrate on the areas of Flight Simulation, Strategic Systems,
Ship Systems and Electronic Warfare.
Students in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
are encouraged to consider a career with an innovative industry leader — Sperry-Reston.
We will be conducting interviews on campus on January .
Check with the placement office for more information.

' Credit: Earn uy to 15 qhs graduate credit, up
to S ok underaraduak credit
• A/1 courses AACSB accredited, all conducted
in English
Inquiries: Dean Timothy Vtriins
Colhfjt of Arts and Sciences
405 ME, Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 437-19&0

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between'
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED- Cost is about the
same as a semester in a U.S. college:$3,480.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complete. Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs.

F-6 J

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.

college you attend

1

EVERCLEAR POSTER OFFER

your name

|

For your full color 15" x 22" Everclear
Everclear Poster Offer
poster, send $3.00 in check, money order 500 3rd Avenue West
or use your Mastercard or Visa to:
Seattle, WA 98119

your present street address

|

city
Name-

46

Mastercard □

VisaD

Account #

ExP

Order shipped within 48 hours. Ofler good in US only. Offer void where prohibited
by law. No product purchase necessary. Everclear bottled by World Wide Distilled
Products Company, St. Louis, MO 63139. Everclear, the ultimate muter, use in moderation, not intended for consumption unless mixed with non-alcoholic beven

state

*'P

|

II you would like Information on future programt give
permanent addreu below.

1
|

your permanent street address

|

city

stale

Zip

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.

|

SPRING SEMESTER — Jan. 30 - May 29
FALL SEMESTER — Aug. 29 - Dec. 19
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED — A Program of Trinity
Christian College.
For full information — send coupon to:

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier S.E., F-6
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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New vice
president
appointed
A new associate vice president
for development to oversee all
academic fund-raising programs,
including an upcoming 100th anniversary capital campaign, has
been appointed.
The appointment of James R.
Donovan, a former fund-raising
executive at the University of
Central Florida, was announced
by Don Elam, vice president for
institutional advancement at
Clemson.
Donovan, 36, served as executive director and director of
development for the Orlando,
Fla., school's foundation since
1980, establishing UCF's first
private fund-raising program for
academics.
Under Donovan's leadership
the foundation's total assets
grew from $1.2 million to $4.6
million, annual giving at UCF
went from $27,900 to $270,300,
and alumni participation in the
school's annual fund increased
more than fourfold.
Before joining UCF, Donovan
was associate director of development and director of alumni affairs at East Tennessee State
University, and served a year as
director of development with
Tusculum College in Greeneville,
Tenn.
He also formerly directed fundraising and management programs for the United Negro College Fund, serving first in central
Pennsylvania and Delaware and
then setting up a regional office
for Arkansas, Louisiana, and
Mississippi.
After graduating in 1972 from
Wadhams Hall Seminar College^
in Ogdensburg, N.Y., with a
bachelor's degree in philosophy,
Donovan began his professional
fund-raising career by serving
two years as United Way campaign director in his hometown of
Utica, N.Y. He directed two
$1 million drives on behalf of 31
member agencies.
"Jim Donovan is going to be a
tremendous addition to our
staff," Elam said. "He's got an exciting track record, a diverse
background, and a lot of vitality
and enthusiasm. I think he's just
the right person to lead our
already-excellent development
staff."
Donovan said the Clemson position will give him a chance to be
part of "something very historic
-the 100th anniversary of Clemson
University in 1989 and the fundraising campaign that will accompany it."

CORRECTION:

s

$5.00 minimum
order, please

The Alternative.
LEE CAMPUS DELIVERY!
BO'S INSTRUCTIONS:
Call 654-8801 and ask for "BO."
7 days a week.
Notify us of your coupons over the phone, or we cannot honor them.
No bills larger than $20.00.
Order delivered within 30 minutes of your call.
New Store Hours: 8:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.Sunday-Thursday
8:00 a.m.- 1:00 a.m. Friday-Saturday

if
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DELIVERY COUPONS

Sausage Biscuit
75<P ea. or 2 for 1.28
Sausage & Gravy Biscuit
1.29
Country Ham Biscuit
93
Steak Biscuit
,
93
Plain Biscuit ..A/2 doz.: 1.95; doz.: 2.80 ea. ...35
Buttery Biscuit
45
Jelly Biscuit
45
Gravy Biscuit
85
Egg Biscuit
.60
Egg Bo*Biscuit
1.24
Chicken Filet Biscuit
1.76
Any Biscuit with Egg
add .20

Chicken Dinner
1/4 Dinner
1/3 Dinner
1/2 Dinner

2.39
3.29
3.89

All White: 300 Extra
Dinners Served With Homemade Biscuit and Choice of
Dirty Rice", Cajun-Pintos®, or Cajun Gravy®
or Cole Slaw or Potato Salad®

Chicken Snacks
Breast and Biscuit
Thigh and Biscuit
Thigh, Leg and Biscuit
Breast, Wing and Biscuit

1.79
1-25
1-89
2.19

Stuffed
Bo*Taters
Baked Potato Stuffings:
Whipped Margarine
,
Sour Cream & Chives
Cheese
Bacon
Bacon & Cheese
Brocolli & Cheese
i^-^^-^ J"\ r"\ /"'\
■ r -» r e.r 1

HUT

ooo

N^

Biscuits

In the Jan. 18 issue of The
Tiger, an article concerning
Helping Hands of Clemson failed
to mention Sigma Tau Epsilon's
contribution. The honor fraternity sponsored four children for
Christmas. We apologize for
this oversight.

.AV/AV.'.'.'.'.W.VW.'.V.'.

^*

1-49
1.64
1 69
1-64
1-84
1-99

SAVE $1.18!

Buy 2
Steak Biscuit
with purchase of
any 5 biscuits
Expires 5/31/85
Good at all
participating locations.

Chicken
Dinners
and get your
2 Drinks FREE!
Expires 5/31/85
Good at all
participating locations.

8 PIECE
Chicken
Box

SAVE $1.18!

only

and get your
2 Drinks FREE!

$4.99
Expires 5/31/85
Good at all
participating locations.

Buy 2
Chicken
Dinners
Expires 5/31/85
Good at all
participating locations.

Chicken Boxes
8 piece Chicken Box
12 piece Chicken Box
16 piece Chicken Box
20 piece Chicken Box

o
0

o
0

•°

6.49
9.25
12.25
14.75

Drinks
Coca-Cola, Sprite
Cherry, Diet Coke
Iced Tea
Coffee
Hot Chocolate
Milk
Chocolate Milk
Orange Juice

59
59
59
39

39
45
45
50

We appreciate the opportunity you have given us to build
a successful delivery service and the patience you have shown.

W

Campus Bulletin will appear in the
newspaper each week. The announcements section is for any upcoming events
such as meetings and deadlines. Personals are any messages you wish to send
to someone.
The classified section is for anything
that is not an announcement or a personal. Announcements are free; classifieds and personals cost $.10 per word for
students, faculty, and staff and $.20 per
word for others.
All material for the Campus Bulletin
must be mailed to Sue Polevy, Box 2097,
University Station, Clemson, S.C. 29632
or brought by the Tiger office, 906 University Union. All Bulletin material must
be prepaid or include necessary information for billing, and be received by 6 p.m.
Tuesday before the issue.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Student Alumni Council annually
selects the Master Teacher Award, which
is awarded at the May graduation ceremony. The Master Teacher Award is presented each year to an undergraduate professor selected as the "Professor of the
Year." Nominations for this award are accepted from the student body until Feb. 10.
The Clemson University Amateur Radio
Club will be having a meeting Tuesday,
Jan. 29, at 7:30 p.m. in the basement of
Godfrey Hall. Entry to the club is in the
rear of the building, and all those interested in amateur radio or electronics
are welcome to attend. If interested but
unable to attend please call Ron Bussiere
at 656-8679.
The deadline for the $2400 Michelin
grant is Feb. 11,1985. Applications forms
are available from the language depart-
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ment office. Call 656-3393 for more information.

available to students and faculty. Call the
Clemson Typing Service at 654-8124 after
5:30 and anytime on weekends.

The B'nai B'rith Hillel student organization is holding a brunch at Dr. Klein's
house at 11 a.m. Jan. 27. R.S.V.P. Jeff at
7314 or Robert at 6604. Rides will be provided.

USA Today. Delivered on campus to
students and faculty. 25 <t per day. Call
Jeff at 8580.

The Clemson Outing Club will be meeting Wednesday, Jan. 30, at 8 p.m. in room
134, Lehotsky Hall. Anyone interested in
backpacking, rock climbing, hiking,
camping, white water sports, and other
outdoor activities is urged to attend and
discover the great outdoors.
The Society of Physics Students will be
selling problem solvers Jan. 28 through
Feb. 2. These books offer up to 1,000
pages of solved problems in physics,
chemistry, calculus, and many other useful subjects. Anyone interested should
stop by the first floor of Kinard Hall.

A new year—a new you! There's a slim
new you hiding under those unwanted
pounds. You can lose 10 to 30 pounds this
month! Guaranteed results with safe, proven formula. Send only $39 (check or
money order) for four weeks supply to:
Carter Associates, P.O. Box 697,
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254.
1981 Suzuki 450 Sport motorcycle.
Dependable and fine. $650 or best offer.
Call 878-3798 or 878-3044.

PERSONALS
Kim N.—I hope the after picture is better than the before.

CLASSIFIEDS
Futons. Pick up one while skiing in
Boone; or we'll deliver. Fuji Futon, 101
Appalachian St., Boone, NC 28607. (704)
264-1684.
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, ext. 457.
Government jobs: $16,559-$50,553/
year. Now hiring—your area. Is it true?
Find out now. Call 805-687-6000, ext.
R-3405.
Get ahead in the new semester! Professional word processing at reasonable rates

vacuum cleaner—but it has no fan belt.—
Inhabitant of room 111.
Genesee—We are all wishing you and
Wizard speedy recoveries. Your friends
and family.
Sir Thomas, my knight in shining armor—I'm so looking forward to visiting
your castle next weekend. Your lady in
waiting.
Suzanne and Debbie—Hope you have a
marvelous time with your men this weekend. Cavewoman.
Fost—I forgot: what time is it when the
big hand's on the 12 and the little hand's
on the one?
Hey Wilson-Get teed off. GFS.
D—Congrats on your acceptance to
Trenton—K.
Mooch—Too bad you got the Snickers
instead of the Bugles. Staph.

Chatterbox—You're legal now—Kate.
Big "R" Dog-Happy B'day! What's it
like to be legal for liquor? Don't worry
Mr. Production—Pick a date to Bowl
about getting a bigger beer belly—just
for Dollars and give me a call.
tell 'em you're eight months with child;
besides, it makes a better love handle! Let
Los dos amigos—Se van a la biblioteca a
us know when you find someone to help mirar las senoritas ... adonde se van cuanbreak in your sheets with. Bird "W" Dog do necesitan estudiar?—K
and "E" Dog.
JDM—Guess what? Yeah, two again
Karl—Psyched for a big weekend?!! this weekend. Sounds like a record to
Zanne.
me.-RFA
F.J. Brownchec—Good weekend to
practice wearing that tux for that big
August event! Love, Mrs. Brownchec.
Kurban—you got us a better sucking

R and M—Hey, y'all! R—congrats on
the prestigious award. Nothing new here;
life is getting extremely boring. Send fun
and excitement (610" with dark curly
hair). Dr. Seuss^

i
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Fellowship the main ingredient
for fraternities, sororities
Why would a girl join a sorority?
Reasons have varied. "You have the
opportunity to meet a lot of people,"
Robin Gilbert, new-membership
chairman, said. "You have automatic friendships," she said.
"It's a good feeling to join a
group," said past president Helen
Turner. "It gives you a place if
you're from Jackson, Tennessee, and
far away from home," Treasurer
Debbie Montith said. "Sororities
provide opportunity as a whole,
together with leadership," said Vice
President Lyssa Hollis.
A senior who pledged to a sorority
in her sophomore year was asked the
same question in a telephone interview. "For the fellowship, for the
friends, and because it looks good on
my resume," she said.
"I find myself categorized," said
the senior sorority girl. "Just as in
any group, the girls in sororities are
different. We have the wild ones, the
religious ones, the brainy ones, the
flighty ones," Turner said. "We're
all different."
"I think anybody on campus can

be categorized: we have our preps,
our jocks, our geeks, and our frat
boys," said Lee Morton, a sophomore mechanical engineering major
in a fraternity. "We earn a lot of our
bad reputation. Any group has good
and bad points. The most obnoxious
ones are going to be seen more than
your 4.0's. Unfortunately, people use
what they see to form their impressions," Morton said.
For the most part, the officers of
the Panhellenic Council felt that
sororities do not have a negative
image on campus.
"Sorority girls do have to be in a
certain financial category, but that
doesn't typify them," said senior
Beth Johnson, who does not belong
to a sorority. "The [fees for joining a
fraternity or sorority] kind of set a
status for the people in the fraternities; I think [the cost] is too high,"
junior accounting major Jerome
Jones said.
"People really interested in a
fraternity might join instead of people buying their way in, otherwise."

"We don't try to hide the cost
from rushees," said Turner. "Eighty
dollars a semester may sound like a
lot, but we have a plan by which a
sorority member can pay $20 per
month. Most people blow $20 a
month without thinking about it."
"The [high cost] does kind of discriminate if you want to be involved
in it, but they do need those fees for
all their functions," Johnson said.
Perhaps the costs are high, but
the girls involved in a sorority feel
that the rewards are equally as high.
Last year, the eight sororities which
comprise the Panhellenic council—
Alpha Delta Pi, Chi Omega, Delta
Delta Delta, Delta Gamma, Kappa
Alpha Theta, Kappa Delta, Kappa
Kappa Gamma, and Pi Beta Phi—
contributed approximately $16,000
last year to charity, according to
Evans.
And one should bear in mind that
the money these sororities donate
does not account for the time they
invest nor the efforts they expend in
their services.

GR
X

Not every*
New sorority may be chartered
Officers of the Panhellenic Council
Liz Hutchinson, president; Lyssa
Hollis, vice president; Helen Turner,
past-membership chairman and president; Mary Alice Rose, secretary;
Debbie Montith, treasurer; Robin
Gilbert, new-membership chairman;
and Susan Richardson, historian all
share the enthusiasm: a new sorority
is expected to be chartered this
semester.
Representatives of the national
panhellenic sorority Alpha Chi
Omega will visit the campus in
February. The prospects of the
Panhellenic Council adding Alpha
Chi Omega as the newest sorority at
Clemson are good, according to the
officers mentioned above, "because
we have a good situation for sorori-

ties here."
The national representatives will
scout girls with dynamic personalities and leadership qualities, according to Turner. Being a charter member of a sorority is not only a great
honor, it is a position which requires
substantial dedication, as the first
charter often sets the norm for the
existence of any sorority member.
"It's a good feeling to come back
25 years later and see your picture
still hanging as a charter member of
that sorority," Turner said.
Rush for Alpha Chi Omega will be
much different from the normal fall
rush because attention will be concentrated exclusively on membership
in the new sorority. The scouting

troop will host three gatherings: an
informative party, a skip party [entertainment], and a preference party
in which prospective members will
be invited to attend.
Interest in fraternities and sororities has been increasing recently,
according to Assistant Dean of Student Life Teresa Paschal Evans.
Presently 27 percent of the coed
population comprise the various
sororities on campus.
Relationships among the sororities
are "different on different
campuses," Evans said. "Because
we live together, there is more comradery than rivalry. We have a
healthy competition here at Clemson
[among the sororities]."

"A majority of the people
I know that are in a
sorority are superficial. I
don't think I could get
along well with them."
This statement is the
opinion of Stephanie Klose,
a sophomore architecture
major, who is among the
thousands of students on
campus who have chosen
not to join the ranks of the
Greeks.
A senior secondary
education major has a
similar reason for not
wanting to join a sorority.
She feels that some
members seem to lose their
individuality.
"I feel like they have to
be, in some respects, like
everyone else in the
sorority. I don't want to be
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Panhellenic, IFC work for unity
Sororities and fraternities and
other recreational activities are not
the only things that make up these
organizations.
The Panhellenic Council is the
"governing body" of the sororities,
said Liz Hutchinson, president of the
Council. "We promote stability and
help unify the whole Greek
system."
Working toward the same goals
between all the sororities is one of
the key functions of the Council. It
develops rules and policies to help
the system work together instead of
having the sororities competing
against each other. "Because we live
together, there is more comradery
than rivalry," said vice president
Lyssa HolUs.
The Panhellenic Council consists
of several committees, including
social, membership, and scholarship
groups. The membership committee
coordinates the formal fall rush
programs, and works with the
Interfraternity Council on Greek
Week. Among other events, this
includes organizing banquets and
fund-raisers.
"We also host a scholarship
dessert for those who make the
dean's list," said Hutchinson.

Applications are given to the
Council, and the scholarship
committee then chooses the best
candidate.
The Council also serves as a
means of communication for the
various chapters. Although they do
not tell each sorority what to do and
when, they do give ideas to sorority
members.
Three girls from each sorority
make up the Panhellenic Council:
the president of each chapter, a
delegate, and an alternate delegate.
The offices change in February after
sorority elections, and positions are
held for one year.
Similar to the Panhellenic Council,
the Interfraternity Council (IFC) is
the coordinating body of the
fraternities on campus.
"The IFC organizes most of the
Greek functions," said Fred
Williams, president of IFC. "IFC is
the basic format for rush. We help
set schedules for smokers and bids,
and set rules for different
functions."
The Council is composed of several
committees. The Leadership
committee hosts "Leadership Day,"
which consists of various programs

including pledge programs and
alcohol awareness.
The Housing Committee is
basically geared toward improving
the conditions in the quads, such as
poor lighting. The PR Committee is
a group which trys to get people
aware of IFC and its activities, and
improve its relations.
One of the largest and busiest
committees is the Greek Week
group. It organizes functions during
Greek Week, such as Greek Sing,
banquets, raffles, and Greek Day.
Though most activities come from
each separate fraternity, IFC does
have fund-raiser ideas and social
programs in which it hopes to get
the fraternities involved. It plans to
visit orphanages and spend the day
playing softball and other such
activities with the children.
The Council is trying to establish
a "jury by peers" with which it can
govern itself. This should help it
have greater unity with the
fraternities, as well as greater
communication.
IFC consists of the president, an
IFC representative from each of the
15 fraternities, and four executive
members.

Computers coordinate fall rush
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Belonging to one of these
organizations also requires
a certain amount of money,
and Jeff Collins, a junior
administrative management
major, attributes his not
joining a fraternity to a
lack of funds as well as a
lack of time.
He also pointed out that
he really has no desire to
belong to a fraternity. He
feels that he can "have a
better time without it."
Obviously, sororities and
fraternities are not for
everyone; therefore the
decision of whether or not
to join must be made by
the individual student,
based on what is best
suited to his or her needs.

Perhaps one of the most popular
stereotypes about sorority girls is
that they are a "flighty" breed. One
statistic from the Office of Student
Life should be enough to shatter
this misconception: the average
grade point ratio of a sorority sister
is 2.79, as compared to an average
of 2.68 for coeds at large.
"I expect sorority girls to have
higher grades [than non-sorority
girls], because they can be
selective," Evans said. The
minimum required gpr to pledge a
sorority is 2.00.
There are about 115 coeds per
sorority, according to Lyssa Hollis,
vice president of the Panhellenic
Council. The council represents a
cross-section of the member sororities.
One of the latest additions to rush
technology involves the use of a
"complicated computer program"
adapted for the use of Clemson sororities by systems programmer
Drew Smith of the computer center.
Approximately 400 girls attend
fall rush functions. In an ideal situa-

tion, the preferences of the rushees
are matched to the selective tastes
of the sororities. The program greaty
facilitates schedules for rush parties,
which are distributed to each rushee.
"The program saves a lot of time"
for the officers of the Panhellenic
Council, which essentially coordinates the fall rush activities. "Rush
flows smoothly; we can just hand
the rushees a computer printout of
the party schedule," Turner said.
"Earlier in the morning, the sororities can go and type in the names of
the rushees they would like to match
up with."
The program saves time because
of increased efficiency, according to
Evans. For instance, all the lists are
automatically alphabetized, and "the
rushees don't have to stand in line
as much [as before the program],"
Evans said.
The program will have been in use
for two years at the end of the
semester. Already at least five
universities (including Colorado,
Georgia, and Louisiana State) have

contacted Evans in an effort to
adopt such a program for their
rushes.
In fact, the Panhellenic Council
was recognized nationally for having
the best rush procedures and results
during the 1981 to 1983 period.
Only 4 percent of the rushees did
not receive bids from sororities. "We
try to make sure every girl receives
a bid," one officer said.
During rush, the sororities serve
no alcoholic beverages and a
"party" includes no males.
In the words of Montith, "a rush
party is more of a reception."
Rush counselors are assigned to
15 to 25 rushees; during this time,
the counselors renounce their affiliation with any sorority, so as to present their rushees with objective
advice.
The Council also won a national
award for good rushes and membership development in 1979-1981.
"We're so proud of our pledges,"
said one officer. "We put them on a
pedestal."

.
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DAEDALUS PRODUCTIONS OF NEW YORK PRESENTS

IN CELEBRATION OF BLACK HISTORY MONTH
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
PRESENTS A ONE-NIGHT-ONLY FREE PERFORMANCE OF
THE BROADWAY MUSICAL

AIN'T MISBEHAVIN'
JANUARY 31, 1985, AT 8:00 P.M.
LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM
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Winter chill hits
students hard
The weather during the past week has
been unbearably cold, and you can bet
that we have not seen the last of freezing, or possibly even sub-zero, temperatures.

Spectrum
USA
McCLAIN

Being born and raised in the south, I
am unaccustomed to this "Yankee"
weather, so I have devised a few important guidelines for myself and anyone
else who finds it difficult to cope with
the cold. Hopefully, they will help us
make it through the remainder of the
long winter.
Apparel
It seems that students are becoming
more and more fashion conscious. The
old standard uniform of jeans and sweatshirts has been pushed aside by a lot of
people. They even dress up to go to
class.
With the arctic temperatures we have
had this week, however, people are wearing whatever they can get their hands on.
Fashion has given way to the need for
survival.
If I had my way, I would demand that
all morning classes be cancelled whenever the temperature falls below the
freezing mark. Since it is unlikely that
this wish will become a reality, however,
the best advice I can give for dressing
for morning classes is to wear as many
clothes as you possibly can at one time.
You will know when you are properly
protected from the cold: you will find it
difficult to pull your arms down to
within six inches of your sides and you
will not be able to bend your knees.
Of course, you may resemble a zombie
as you walk to class, but remember—you
are dressing for warmth, not for looks.
Nutrition
When facing threateningly cold temperatures along with harsh winds, it is
crucial that students keep up their
strength. The best way to do this is to
eat foods that give you quick energy. Included in this group are M&Ms, Snickers,
and Oreos.
You should be sure, though, that you
get some good, hot meals in between
these nutritional snacks. Since it is out
of the question for you to leave the
warmth of your apartment or dorm to
get something to eat, you must resort to
ordering pizzas, subs, and Bojangle s
chicken. Sorry, folks, but that's the way
it has to be.
Studying
•
,J
I hate to say it, but the cold weather
leaves plenty of time for you to catch up
on your studies. Since you are spending
most of your time inside anyway, why
not use this opportunity to pull up the
old gpr.
If you do, when spring gets here you
will be able to take time off to do some of
the things you have been dreaming about
all winter.
Sometimes it seems that winter will
never end, especially if you dislike it as
much as I do, but if we try to make the
most of the cold weather, maybe we can
make it a little more bearable.

Features

Ecuador: An island paradise
hv
Mnnuel Serrano
by Manuel
guest writer

Ecuador is located between Colombia
and Peru. The Brazilian Amazonic jungle
limits its borders in the east, while on the
west the waves of the Pacific Ocean crash
into the seashore.

Around the
World
It is a small country, approximately the
size of South Carolina, but in spite of that,
it has a wide variety of climates. Quito,
the capital, is 9,000 feet above sea level.
At such a high altitude, the weather
should be extremely cold, but the altitude
is balanced by the always-shining equatorial sun.
I call it "perfect" weather because
the temperature is never lower than 55°
and never surpasses 78° all year long.
Along the beaches the climate is quite
hot, only refreshed by the blowing wind,
while in the eastern jungle rain never
ceases.
The population of Ecuador is about
eight million. Quito and Guayaquil are the
major cities, having nearly one million
people each. Ecuador is still a developing
country in which most of the peasants are
moving to the urban areas to work in the
growing industries.
Ecuador has a good reputation for
manufacturing handicrafts. The Indian
tribe in the town of Otavalo produces
marvelous pottery, clothing, musical instruments, and leather handiwork.
The official language is Spanish, but
some native languages are still spoken by
several isolated Indian communities in
the east. These languages include Shuara
and Queechua, which are officially
recognized by the government.
A democratic government is in power in
Ecuador. There are three branches: ex-
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Many people travel to Ecuador's beaches each year.
ecutive, legislative, and judicial-just as ous enchantment of the Galapagos
Islands. Many people who have traveled
in the United States. /
The president, Leon Febres Cordero, a all around the world declare that they
former student of the Stevens Institute of have never seen anything more beautiful
Technology, recently started governing than Galapagos. It was there that Charles
the country after the elections in August Darwin had his idea about the origin of
1984. His supporters expect that he will species.
Galapagos owes its fame to is exotic
do what he promised during his political
campaign. He used the slogan, "Food, fauna, which is unique in the world. The
best-known animals are sea lions, birds,
housing, and a job."
Of Ecuador's main natural resources, and the gigantic turtles called galapagos,
oil is the most important. Oil was dis- which can weigh up to 600 pounds and
covered in the 1960s by some U.S. and may reach an age of 300 years.
To enjoy these marvels of nature,
European companies and was first exported
tourists should take a cruise through the
in 1972 when Ecuador joined OPEC.
Other resources are agricultural, such eight main islands of the archipelago.
After all this good news, you may be
as bananas, cocoa, and coffee. The shrimp
industry has become increasingly import- saying, "What are we waiting for? Let's
ant in recent years because of the enorm- go to Ecuador!" Well, it's up to you. As
for me, I cannot wait until summer vacaous profit obtained by investing in it.
Tourism is increasing every year. Many tion to go back and get a super suntan in
people who come to Ecuador are attracted just two days at the* beach.
by the sunny weather and the mysteri-

New assistant professor joins
Coilege of Architecture's faculty
by Michael Lusk
and Dorrie Harllee
staff writers
After a year and a half of studies in nursing and science, Jo Ann Moncure changed
her major to architecture because of her
interest in the field. Ten years later she is
an assistant professor in the College of
Architecture.
Moncure began her college career in
1974 at the University of Delaware. She
then transferred into the architecutre program at the University of Virginia, where
she received her B.S. in Architecture in
1978
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Moncure sees her new teaching posi tion as a challenging opportunity.
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"The University of Virginia provided a
very stimulating environment in which to
study architecture," said Moncure. "It's
'academical village' concept, designed by
Thomas Jefferson, is one of the most
significant works of American architecture."
After working for several firms in
Baltimore, her hometown, Moncure obtained her architectural license to practice
in the state of Maryland.
In 1982 she decided to return to school
to further her design abilities. She applied
to Clemson and entered in the fall. Part of
• her studies here included a semester in
Genoa, Italy, with Professor Ralph

Knowland.
For her master's project, Moncure
designed a hotel and marina complex for
the inner harbor of Baltimore. She then
received her master's degree in architecture in December of 1984.
After graduation, she was offered a
temporary position for the spring
semester with the university. "She's a
first-rate person, and we're glad to have
her," said David Pearson, dean of the College of Architecture. It's a privilege to
hire a Clemson graduate, and getting a
fine young woman, too, was just an extra
bonus."
Moncure took the position because it
was a new and challenging opportunity.
"As a student, I expected the professor to
get certain points across to me," she said.
"Now as a teacher, I realize how hard that
is to do." She is one of the five professors
for the third-year design class of 65
students.
One of Moncure's favorite hobbies is
snow-skiing. "I stay very busy with the
students," said Moncure, "because ar-\
chitecture is a 24-hour-a-day job. But I
like to get away to the ski slopes whenever I can."
Although she will be'here for only a
short time, the university is proud to have
such a fine young woman as a member of
its faculty.
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Students are asked to submit original material for
Variety in one or more of five categories: Poetry,
serious art, cartoon art, story writing, and photography.
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Play Muka
go once again it's Monday night, or
Tuesday or Wednesday or Thursday or
Friday night, for that matter, and your
studies are piling up—but you're not going to study, and you know that—so
don't even pretend you are trying. Instead let's all play "Muka/'
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Entertainment
Pianist stays busy with music

'•

by Julie Walters
entertainment editor
"I still think I'm just a piano player,"
said Tracy Garrett in reference to her first
voice solo-when she was the accompanist for "Godspell" last semester. "I
think it was my debut and exit as a
singer." Tracy is modest. Those who knew
Tracy and heard her solo were surprised.
The general reaction was, "I never knew
she could sing."
The reason not many people know of
Tracy's vocal talents is because she
spends most of her time accompanying
other singers. She is the accompanist for
the University Chorus for her second
year, and she accompanied her high
school chorus in Travelers Rest for four
years.
"You learn a lot from your directors, she
said. "Accompanying for choruses is one
of the best experiences I've ever had.
I've played under a lot of directors and
there's no two alike. It's been interesting
to work with them."
Tracy feels that being in the chorus has
been an important addition to her school
life. "I've made some of my closest friends
in chorus. It's a great place to get to know
a lot of neat people. I'd encourage anyone
who has an interest in music to join."
Just as Tracy thinks the chorus is
special, the chorus members think of
Tracy as special. Last_year she was voted
"Outstanding New Member" by the
University Chorus. This year the chorus
chose Tracy as their representative in the
Homecoming pageant. "Once was enough,"
Tracy said. "It was different. I really appreciated that the chorus felt that I could
represent them."
Tracy was not only voted "Outstanding
New Member" by the chorus last year;

What? you don't know how to play
"Muka?" Well, all you need is six dice
and something to keep score on and
something to keep score with—preferably some type of paper and an ink pen
or pencil, but if you are really bored you
could keep score on your walls with a
crayon or magic marker.
The object of the game is to get 10,000
points. Don't worry; there is no skill involved—it is purely a game of chance.
You can have as many players as you
want. So now's the time to run down the
halls and gather all of your friends who
are also not studying.
Scoring: l's are worth 100 points each,
5's are worth 50 points each, 3 pairs earn
200 points and rolling. A straight is
worth 2,000 points and rolling. Three of
a kind is worth 100 times the number of
the die (except in the case of l's).
For example, if you roll three 4's—
that's 400 points. If you roll four, five, or
six of a kind you keep adding 100 times
the die—four 4's is worth 800 points,
five 4's is worth 1,200 points, and six 4's
is worth 1,600 points and rolling.
The exception to this rule is 1 's. Three
l's earn you 1,000 points, four l's earn
2,000 points, five l's earn 3,000 points,
and six l's earn 4,000 points and rolling.
by Jon Loughmiller
Ones and fives are important to the
copy editor
game. You must either roll a one, a five,
or three or more of a kind in order to
Kim Wilde has made at least
keep rolling (and rolling). You have to five albums, but only two have
keep all ones, but you don't have to keep been released in the U.S. Her
first album, "Kim Wilde," had a
all fives. Thus, if you roll 3, 3, 5, 2, 4, 1,
you should keep the one (worth 100
points) and roll the other five dice again.
As long as you keep rolling ones, fives,
three or more of a kind, straights, or
three pair, your turn continues. But if at
any time during your turn you don't roll
limited impact on the U.S.
record buyers, and her sucany of the above (for example: 3, 2, 2, 4,
cessive albums were not mass6, 4,), you lose your turn and any points
you had accumulated on that turn.
Now for some sample turns. First roll:
3, 6, 1, 2, 1, 4—you keep the two l's
(worth 200 pts) and roll the other four.
Second roll: 3, 3, 3, 6, you keep the 3's
(worth 300 pts), and then you must decide whether or not to roll the final dice
again. If you roll the dice and get a 1 or
5, you get to roll all six again. If you roll
and don't get a 1 or 5, you lose the 500
pts you would have scored. If you
choose not to roll, you pass the dice to
the next player and keep the 500 pts.
Second turn. First roll: 4, 3, 6, 1, 2, 5.
Congratulations! You got a straight.
That's 2,000 pts and rolling. Second roll:
6, 2, 2, 4, 6, 4, you are on a streak. That's
three pair—now you've got 2,200 and
rolling. Third roll: 3, 6, 6, 4, 5, 2-you
keep the five, bringing your score to
2,250 pts. Once again the decision is
yours. You can roll the other five dice,
and it is possible that you could keep
rolling until you reach 10,000.
Then again, you may get nothing on
your next roll, and you would lose the
2,250 pts. That's why it's called a game
Kim Wilde's latest release,
of chance. It's your turn ... you decide.
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Tracy Garrett, a senior in secondary education, spends much of her time behind a
piano.

she was also voted "Outstanding Pledge"
by Mu Beta Psi (the honorary music
fraternity). This year Mu Beta Psi voted
her as its vice president.

"As vice president of Mu Beta Psi, I'm
in charge of all of the fund raisers. We
have three big fund raisers this semester:
see Tracy, page 22

Wilde tones down musical style
Album
Review

on the keyboards.

marketed in this country.
But Kim Wilde has now released another album in the
U.S. It's titled "Teases and
Dares," and it features a slightly
different style than her first
American album. The pop/rock
style of "Kids In America" and
"Chequered Love" (two songs
from her first album) has been
exchanged for a dance beat
with lots of keyboards and synthesizers.
The new album starts off
with an upbeat dance number

"Teases and Dares," is heavy

called "The Touch." The lyrics
concern two lovers who are "so
right" for each other that a mere
touch is exciting. It isn't the
best song to put at the beginning of the album, but it is
good. "The Touch" is followed
by "Is It Over," another dance
number. "Is It Over" deals with
the unsurety of love surrounded
by rumors.
"Suburbs of Moscow" is one
of the better songs on the
album, and it features a strong
dance beat. The theme is one of
losing faith in something but
not being able to escape it:
"Keep your belief at the start/
This was the faith in my heart/
But the feeling is gone/And I
can't break away."
The dance beat slows in tempo
for "Fit In," a remorseful tune
about feeling out of place and
being bored with playing the
everyday social games. But the
tempo returns to high speed for
"Rage To Love," an upbeat
dance tune with a touch of rockabilly.
The second side starts off better than the first with a song
titled "The Second Time." This
song features a disco beat with
a strong synthesized bass. With
respect to music, it is one of the
best cuts on the album, but
don't expect much thematic
content.
"Bladerunner" seems to be
based on the movie of.the same
name. It is sung from the point
of.view of one of the androids
that the bladerunner was hunt-

ing down. The mood is appropriately set with a modest tempo
and flowing keyboards, but the
lyrics never really get beyond "I
know that he's waiting for me
somewhere."
"Bladerunner" is followed by
"Janine," which is possibly the
strongest cut on the album.
"Janine" brings the guitar to
the forefront to create a rock
beat similar to the material
from her first album. The song
deals with the miscommunication between parents and
children.
"Shangri-La" is another song
about miscommunication, but
this time the miscommunication is between one's mind and
the environment around him.
The theme is about looking for
happiness but not recognizing
it when it, or at least part of it.
arrives. The tempo is moderate
and the song is very good.
The tempo remains moderate
for "Thought It Was Goodbye,"
a wistful song about two lovers
who have broken up but wish to
get back together because the
pain of their separation is too
great.
All of the songs feature
strong drums and layer upon
layer of keyboards and synthesizers. "Janine," "Suburbs of
Moscow," and "Thought It Was
Goodbye" are the best songs on
the album, although all the
songs are good. Maybe this album will be the one that finally
brings Kim Wilde the recognition she desires.
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CLEMSON

UNIVERSITY

Discount Ski Tickets tor Sapphire Valley
are available for only $10 at
the Union Box Office.
Please bring University ID.

UNION
THIS WEEK AT EDGAR'S!
THE KILLER WHALES!

Thursday and Friday, Jan. 24 and 25,
9 p.m. $2.
>

Also . . .
Edgar's Movie—MASH.
Jan. 29 at
7 and 9:15 p.m.
Movies this week:

111

;

BARRY DRAKE,
contemporary
guitarist,
will perform in
Edgar's on Jan. 31
from 8 to 11 p.m.
Make plans
to attend!
Admission $1.
Sponsored-by the
Coffeehouse
Committee.

iis Valentine's Day give that
special someone the best of both
worlds! A SWEETHEART ROSE AND A
BOX OF BRACH'S CANDIES. Only $6.
FREE CAMPUS DELIVERY! Place your
order today at the UNION
INFORMATION
DESK.

"Splash," Jan. 2426, 7 & 9:15 p.m.,
$1.50 with University
ID.
"Superman,"
SUNDAY FREE
FLICK,
7 and 9:30 p.m.
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MONDAY NIGHT
SERIES-"lt's
Alive," 8 p.m., $1.
"All Of Me,"
Jan. 31,
7 and 9:15 p.m.,
$1.50.

SHORT COURSES
BRIDGE
Starts Jan. 31
$10
CPR#1
Starts Feb. 4
$12
MAGIC
Starts Feb. 7
$15
1-

.*

INTERMEDIATE
SHAGGING
Starts Jan. 29
$10
WINETASTING"FRENCH WINES"
Jan. 28
$5
WOODCARVING
Starts Jan. 30
$17

VITALITY AND
RELAXATION
Starts Feb. 4
$16
BEGINNING TENNIS
Starts March 18
$20
ADVANCED TENNIS
Starts March 25
$20

Last chance to sign up for the Spring Break
Sun-Fun Spectacular!
$549 includes: 3 days at Disney World and Epcot Center
4-day cruise
2 days at Daytona Beach
Deadline to sign up is Jan. 24 at Union Information Desk.
v.-^ferti-

:;

«..

SIGN UP NOW.
CALL 2461 FOR MORE INFO.

Night Skiing
at Sapphire Valley!
•r--"'

CDCC meets on Wednesday nights at
7:30
jr
\\,
P-m- in the CDCC lounge
^mmmm\ downstairs in the YMCA. Help the
«■■
Central Dance and Concert
^v^^S Committee BIG BAM BOOM Clemson
in '85!

Feb. 6, $18
To sign up and for more information
come by the Union Information Desk
or call 2461.
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Super Bowl party Tragedy becomes success
has its difficulties
by Bob Ellis
assistant advertising manager

Time Out
with the
Gang
Super Bowl XIX was set for
Sunday, Jan. 20, at 6:17 p.m. The
party was set for a little, out-ofthe-way apartment.

*■«

Famous Shakespearean critic
Ben Johnson once wrote, "He
was not of an age, but for all
time." His statement summarized the magic of William
Shakespeare.
The production of Macbeth
given by the National Shakespeare Company at Tillman Hall
Auditorium Tuesday, Jan. 22,
proved with a clarity that
Shakespeare is, indeed, "for all
time." Even though the company lended a conservative interpretation to the play, the audience fully grasped the actions
and the theme.
This was my second time seeing the National Shakespeare
company perform. In February
Pam's losers
of last year I saw their presenMy Dan Marino couldn't contation of Hamlet at Furman
nect with Clayton or Duper, at
University's McAlister Audileast not when he really needed
torium.
to. I'm still not sure what the
As with Hamlet, the comproblem was, since, like Kathy
pany has mastered the use of
said, the cable went out. I percomic relief in doing a tragedy.
sonally think Fort Hill should be
This technique came out parput on probation for such an act,
ticularly well in David
but I also am realistic enough to
Sherrick's character of the
thing the cable company doesn't
porter. Portrayed as an incare what I think.
ebriated, old vagabond, the
Dan and the boys did try,
porter lended levity in some of
though; they were just a little
the most serious parts of the
out-classed. However, it's okay
play.
because the 49ers have special
Although the comedy was a
players, too, and I'm glad that
bonus, Macbeth is, by definiwide receiver Dwight Clark from
tion, a tragedy. Several eleClemson got to play such an imments enhanced its tragical
portant-role.
aura. The stage, however simNext year when Super Bowl
plistic, was very dark and
time comes around, I do think I
dismal. Also, the dim lighting
will do a few things differently.
and the foreboding music added
First of all. I won't depend on the
to the sense of bleakness. The
cable service for my viewing; I'll
entire setup was mindful of a
make sure the set works without
dreary sepulchre.
it. I will also refrain from making
Of course, the action revolved
so many bets just to make the
around the two characters of
game more exciting (as if it needs
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth.
more excitement with Dan
Macbeth, played by Guy Howard,
Marino on one side of the ball and
came across as a character very
Joe Montana on the other).

lines of "intimate gathering."
The highlight of the intimate
gathering was reading Polev's
Psychology Today.
I also may have felt a litte out
of it because I missed the majority of the first quarter while on a
strategically planned trip to
Western Sizz' during the kick-off
(so as to avoid the pre-game
rush). Everyone else seemed to
be much more disappointed than
I when the cable went on the
blink. All in all, though, this
night was comparable to a night
of "Price Is Right" and "Bowling for Dollars.""

Super Bowl Day—there's
nothing like it. Since we, the
gang, realize the greatness of
professional football's fight for
the crown, we planned around it
a party for the infamous gang.

Jan's View
Bob and I missed the part we
wanted to see. Because it was
Sunday, the restaurants I chose
were closed. Then, there's the
problem of my bank machines being broken. After deciding what I
wanted to eat, they wouldn't
take a check. So, I dug into my
stash of change in the glove compartment and scraped up enough
money to get a beef burrito
dinner.
Yes, the "drive thru" window
is a pain, but in the wind we had
Sunday I was not about to give
up my heat to get out and order.
When the girl was giving me my
change, her hat blew off. Considerate person that I sometimes
am, I retrieved the hat. I love
chasing things in the wind. It
makes me look so stupid.
Anyway, we missed the presidential coin toss. What a loss.
Kate's view
Somehow, "party" wasn't
quite the word that would come
to-mind in describing this activity. The correct terminology
would be somewhere along the

much afraid of his own desires.
Howard continued to allow
his character to develop into a
man ruined by the realization of
these desires. One realistic
evidence of his plight was the
gradual graying of his hair as
the play progressed.
Lady Macbeth, on the other
hand, did not come across as
the character that I thought
she should have been. Although
I am no great drama critic, I
feel secure in saying that Lady
Macbeth, played by Sabrina
LaRocca, did not seem to be the
strong, domineering wife that
she is in the text. But Lady
Macbeth did communicate well
with the other characters on
stage, as well as showing a
remarkable amount of control.
One other aspect that was an
interesting interpretation was
the use of the character of
Hecate as the third murderer.
In the text, the identity of the
third murderer is never given.

Hecate, played by Jacqueline
Chauvin, was also an everpresent phantom whose presence was a constant source of
foreshadowing gloom.
The action scenes at the closing of the play were played with
surprising realism. Because
they were surrounded on three
sides by the audience, it was
difficult to make the sword
fights with Macbeth and Young
Siward and with Macbeth and
Macduff seem real. But the actors must have done a convincing job because Macbeth ended
up with a nasty bump on the forehead as a result of his battle.
This stop at Clemson was
just one of many in the company's 1984-85 tour, their 22nd
season on the road. The company is based in New York,
wnere they perform such
Shakespearean plays as
Mabeth, Hamlet, and Othello
This well-staged performance
was directed by Elaine Sulka.

photo by Rob Biggerstalf. senior stall photographer

The National Shakespeare Company performed Macbeth to a
sold out audience in Tillman.

TROPICAL CORAL REEFS
RAINFORESTS
It's not just
a man's world
anymore.
staxrina BETSY RUSSELL •

o

ADVENTURE

IERRYDINOME
KRISTISOMERS-

STARTS FRIDAY!
SHOWTIMES: 7:00 & 9:15
MATINEE SAT. & SUN. 2:00 & 4:15
NEXT: "PROTOCOL"

ROMANCE

Come to BELIZE with faculty of

He's been chased, thrown through a window cnaorrvst
Eddie Murphv is a Detroit cop en vaccitevtm iV\i»H\ •*■'

Showtimes:

BEV1ERLY HILLS
®
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2nd
Week

\\\n ' \\sn\ III

7:00 & 9:15
Matinee Sat. & Sun.

2:00 & 4:15

SOON: "MISCHIEF"
"FAST FORWARD"

3]\i\jAm
THE DOMINATION
MN IM

Baby hawksbill turtle

SHOWTIMES: 7:00 & 9:15
Matinee Sat. & Sun. 2:00 & 4:15

the Department of Biological Sciences
1. Spring Break Study

Tour - March 8-17

2. Study Abroad Course - May 10-31(3 cred)

SOON: "HEAVENLY BODIES"
"BREAKFAST CLUB"

CANNON

o

contact Dr. Robert Taylor

+++++++•••*•••••••••
Fri.-Sw.

W.Xp.m.

/ATB MOM

PINK FLOYD'S

"THEWALL"R
NEXT: WOODY ALLEN'S
"EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO KNOW
ABOUT SEX*
•BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK"

Fri.-Sat.
11:30 P-m

"RISKY BUSINESS"
SOON: 3STOOGES FESTIVAL
"POLYESTER" (The
Scratch 'N Sniff Movie)

%\ ((GULF OF/MEXICOVMIAMI
I
U
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337 Long Hall

LIZE^
HONDURAS

JAMAICA

656-2328
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Happenings
Notes of a Family
"Notes of a Family" will be
presented in Daniel Auditorium
Jan. 28 and 29 at 8 p.m. The play
will be performed in the revised
version which will be carried to
regional competition. Admission
is free to university students.
Daryl Hall and John Oates
Daryl Hall and John Oates will
give a concert in Littlejohn Coliseum Feb. 24 at 8 p.m. Tickets
are on sale at the Union Box Office. Floor seats are $15 and all
other seats are $13.50. There is a
limit of 10 floor seats per buyer.
Kenny Rogers and Dolly Parton
Kenny Rogers and Dolly Parton
will present a concert Feb. 23 in
Littlejohn Coliseum at 8 p.m.
Tickets go on sale Jan. 28 at the

Here are
three to
go see

Tracy

Union Box Office.
Elephant Man
Five Directions Cinema will
present the movie "Elephant
Man" Jan. 30 at 7:30 in the
Y-theater. Admission is $2.
Clemson Community Band
The Clemson University music
department announces the formation of the Clemson Community
Band. The band is open to anyone who has played a musical instrument. Rehearsals are held
each Monday evening from 7:30
to 9 in the university band room
located in the basement of the
Holtzendorff YMCA. The band is
tentatively scheduling an outdoor spring concert. For more information call 656-3380.

continued from page 19
singing valentines, a talent show,
and we will be selling coupon
books."
With the approach of Feb. 14,
the Mu Beta Psi members can be
found soliciting their concept of
the perfect valentine greeting.
'"Singing Valentines' is something we do every year during
the first and second week of
February.
"We'll be selling them in front
of Harcombe and Schilleter. You
can choose from 'I love you'-type
songs to T hate you'-type songs,
and you can send them anonymously if you want to. Then, on
Valentine's Day the members of
Mu Beta Psi will be all over
campus singing valentine
messages."
Accompanying the chorus and
raising money for Mu Beta Psi

are not Tracy's only activities.
"Music keeps me pretty busy,"
she said. "I've been around the
music department for about four
years. I have either accompanied
someone or played in all the applied music concerts.
"I performed my first four
semesters when I was in
Ms. Harder's class. She's a great
teacher. I learned a lot about solo
work. I learned how to listen.
It doesn't sound hard, but it
is—now I can hear when
something sounds good. This is
really helpful when you are accompanying someone, because
you've got to listen to who is
singing and the style of the
music."
Hearing herself is something
Tracy has a hard time doing
when she is the accompanist for a
musical. "When you are playing
in a musical with a band you

can't hear yourself. It's one of
the hardest things for me to do.
But I enjoy doing it.
'/i've accompanied three musicians since I've been here: 'Working' last year, 'Snoopy' last summer, and 'GodspelT last semester. I have heard that they might
do "Doonesbury' this summer.
I'd like to play for that one, too."
If Tracy does get to play for
'Doonesbury' it might be her last
for a while. She is scheduled to
graduate in August with a degree
in secondary education. "I would
like to come back to take the
honors music course. I feel like
there's a lot more for me to learn
from Ms. Harder," she said. "I
would also like to learn to play
the organ."
But when I asked Tracy if she
would pursue any voice training,
she insisted, "I still think I'm
just a piano player."

AN OPPORTUNITY TO EARN EXTRA MONEY

by Kelly Winters
staff writer
Since no wonderful new movies
came out this weekend, I decided
this would be a good time to
mini-review three movies that
the union will be showing at the
Y-theatre during this semester.

Movie
Review"
Romancing the Stone, showing
Feb. 14-16, I stumbled upon quite
by accident. Just after it had
first come out, and having no
idea what it was about, I took the
plunge and saw it. I really loved it.
It follows the escapades of a
world-famous romance authoress,
played by Kathleen Turner, who
gets a phone call one day from
her sister, who's been kidnapped
and is being held in South America
In her travels, the authoress
meets a swashbuckling Indiana
Jones type, played by Michael
Douglas, and together they end
up searching for the missing
sister and a giant green jewel.
Of course, a romance blossoms
between the two. The film really
is delightful—a bit unbelievable at
times, but a real adventure.
Another adventure-type movie,
showing Feb. 28 through March 2,
is Conan the Destroyer. It's as
bad as the first one as far as the
plot and the acting go, but if you
like violence mixed with a laugh
or two, you should get a kick out
of this one.
In this story, Conan, played by
Arnold Schwarzenegger, helps a
princess to find a stone which
will help her to fulfill her
"powers," and of course they have
to go through hell to get it.
If you didn't get around to seeing Tightrope when it was out in
the theaters last semester, now's
your chance. It's showing at the
Y-theatre the weekend of April 18-20.
Eastwood plays a cop who has to
go into the underworld of prostitution in order to solve his case.
This is your average Clint
Eastwood movie—suspenseful, several doses of violence, some good and
memorable lines, and a few laughs.
I hope I've provided some incentive to go and see these three movies.

RECEIVE A TERRIFIC

40% COMMISSION
AS A COLLEGE AGENT FOR NEWSWEEK
You can get monthly commission checks
by working just a few hours a week. Profits
are quick when you attract students to subscribe to Newsweek.
It's interesting work, and you'll feel proud
as you promote this exciting newsweekly.
Its award-winning editorial covers world and
national events, people, business, technology, sports, entertainment. Students
welcome the great ideas and insight that
Newsweek brings.
You'll welcome all the extra dollars you can
bring in, so contact us today:

Newsweek
Campus Network
444 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10022
Attn: Delores Pressley
Or simply phone:

1-800-526-2595
(Ask for Education Dept.)

Surprise!
The Virginia and Georgia Tech games
were more than just a little different. The
iirst was a total blowout; the second was
close. One was fast paced; the other was
slow. They were different, but both showed
the possibilities of coach Cliff Ellis's
basketball style.

When Ellis was first hired, little was
expected of him in his first couple of
years at Clemson. The program had
fallen in recent years and there was no
reason to believe that Ellis could change
that immediately.
After the first few weeks of practice
this fall, even Ellis sounded somewhat
pessimistic when talking about this
year's team's chances. "If you're going
to get Clemson, you had better get us
now," Ellis said as he stated his hope for
future seasons.
Ellis must have forgotten to tell the
players of their plight, however, as they
took to the hardcourt in November with
vengeance in their eyes. Championships
in the IPTAY Tournament and in the
Music City Touranment and victories in
four more contests made for a happy
New Year to Tigers followers.
The skeptics shook their heads,
however. "Wait till the Tigers get into
conference play," they shouted. "We'll
see how good Ellis is then."
The Tigers rushed on undaunted. A
victory over Georgia Tech in Atlanta
gave Clemson a seldom seen road conference win.
,
Saturday afternoon the Tigers returned
to Littlejohn with their fast-paced style
against Virginia and did it ever click.
"Defense. Put the pressure on. There
you go. Steal! Push it down the court.
There's Corbit in the corner ... Swish!"
The Tigers rolled to a 20-point win.
Wednesday night the Tigers again
showed flashes of their fast-breaking
style, but this time it was not enough as
Tech tripped the Tigers by five.
Several rallies by the Tigers
demonstrated what they are capable of
when Ellis's machine is rolling. With
Tech up 30-20 with 3:33 remaining in
the first half, the Tigers struck for eight
lightning-quick points to cut the Jacket
lead to two at intermission.
In the beginning of the second half the
Tigers got their offense rolling again and
were able to take the lead. The Tigers
needed just a little more than they had
Wednesday night, though, as Tech took
the triumph.
Despite the loss, the Tech game was
encouraging. With that fact and the
trouncing of Virginia, it would have to
be considered a pretty good week for
Tiger basketball. And that's something
Tiger fans weren't expecting this
season.
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Tigers nip Cays, stung by Tech
by David Brandes
staff writer
It was the best of times and it was theworst of times for the Tiger basketball
team this past week.
After soundly defeating Virginia early
in the week, the Tigers "looked afraid,"
according to head coach Cliff Ellis, in a
loss to the Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets
Wednesday night.
Virginia
74-73.
That was the score of last years
Cavalier-Tiger contest when the Cavaliers
scored five points in the last 34 seconds to
steal a win from the Tigers.
The Tigers must have remembered that
loss vividly Saturday afternoon as they
took revenge by drumming Virginia
82-62. It was the Tiger's first victory
over Virginia after nine consecutive defeats. "Naturally, I'm very pleased." said
Ellis. "I thought we played extremely
well."
The Tigers broke to a commanding 20-6
lead early in the first half and never
looked back in taking a 37-18 lead into
the lockeroom at the half.
The second stanza opened much the
same way with the Tigers building their
lead to 24 with 17:44 remaining.
The Cavaliers did manage to stage a
small rally, cutting the lead to 15 with
9:44 left to play. However, the Tigers
quickly rebuilt the lead and eventually
captured their second Atlantic Coast Conference win.
"Virginia made a good charge at us and
Tom Sheehey really filled it up from the
corner," said Ellis, "we had to adjust so
that it'took them more than 30 seconds to
score. In this league a lot of teams have
blown big leads this year."
The 20-point victory for the Tigers was
their largest margin over an ACC opponent in 60 games and the largest margin
over a Virginia team in more than 122
contests.
"I felt the key going into the game was
who could control the tempo," said Ellis.
"If we are going to beat people in this

photo by Christopher Goodrich, senior stall photographer

Grayson Marshall puts a lay-up around Virginia's Darrick Simms Saturday.

league, we have to play hard and smart."
Georgia Tech
The Yellow Jackets broke open a tight
game midway through the second half

Swimmers sweep Heels for ACC wins
f T
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"No comment"
Even though the Tigers were impressive with their drive during the
game Wednesday, their sportsmanship
after the game was not admirable. The
Tigers refused to talk to the waiting
press after the contest, preferring instead to have Grayson Marshall issue
the evasive "no comment."
Maybe the Tiger team has created a
new cliche: instead of "fair-weather
fans," a new "fair-weather team"—playL ers who talk only when they win.

with a 15-5 spree that sent them back to
Atlanta with a 64-59 victory Wednesday.
Both squads traded baskets through
the first half until the Jackets scored
see Basketball, page 26

A Tiger swimmer heads down his lane against North Carolina Saturday.

by Peter Fennell
staff writer
The Tiger swimmers swept a dual meet
with North Carolina Saturday, with the
men advancing their record to 4-0 in the
conference and the women capturing their
first ever win against the Tar Heels.
Men
The Tigers captured both first and sec-

ond in the next to last race of the day to
clinch the 58-55 victory over UNC.
Jay Herbert and Dick Mercer finished
one-two in the ?00-meter breaststroke to
wrap up the victory with only one event
remaining. "Mercer did a great job to beat
Sawyer from UNC," said Tiger coach Bob
Boettner. "That iced the meet for us."
Divers Chuck Wade and Dave Hrovat
had given the Tigers the lead in the close
meet. They finished first and second, re-

spectively, in the one- and three-meter
diving to give Clemson the lead for good.
Another winner Saturday for the Tigers
was Bill Hyman, who placed first in the
200-meter individual medley.
Senior swimmer Coy Cobb was out of
action with a shoulder injury and did not
participate in the meet.
Boettner praised his team for their performance without Cobb. "With Coy out,
we had to pull together," he said.
"Everybody pitched in and we got the job
done."
Women
Linda Rutter, Callie Emery, and Kathy
Hajas each won two events to lead the
lOth-ranked Tigers to the 84-56 victory.
Other winners for the Tigers were
Nadra Simmons in the 100-meter backstroke, Judy Vanderhorst and Kitty
Christian in the 100-meter breaststroke,
and Nancy Wellish in the one-meter
diving.
Hajas placed first in the three-meter
diving and tied with Wellish in the onemeter. Rutter took the 200- and 500-meter
freestyle events while Emery won the
50-and 100-meter freestyle races.
"It was a total team effort," said
Boettner. "UNC was ranked fifth, and the
girls did a great job to beat them."

,
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Wrestlers seize four
by Tom Turner
staff writer
The Tiger wrestlers dominated
the Tiger Duals over the past
weekend and then snared a 32-12
victory over University of
Tennessee-Chattanooga Tuesday
night.
The Tigers, winning 26 of 30
matches, defeated The Citadel,
39-9; Winston-Salem State, 48-0;
and South Carolina State, 52-6,
in the Tiger Duals. Three of the
four Tiger match losses were due
to forfeits at 118 lbs. where Kirk
Hoffman was injured.
With those four team wins during the week, the Tigers upped
their overall record to 11-4.
An Atlantic Coast Conference
record is in danger of being
broken as Hoffman, Mike Hampton,
Joey McKenna, and Greg Snyder

seek to break the ACC record of
most wins in a season — 37 — set
by Jody Taylor, who wrestled for
Clemson.
Hoffman, McKenna, and
Snyder are currently ranked
among the top 10 wrestlers in the
nation in their respective weight
classes. Those three and Hampton
should go to the nationals in
March, according to assistant
coach Tom Borelli.
The Tiger wrestlers are now
preparing for a match with North
Carolina Feb. 1.
"This is one of our two biggest
home matches-the other being
NC State, who is ranked 14th,"
said Borelli. "Everyone is healthy
now with Hoffman and Doug
Stalnaker back in the lineup."
The Tigers wrestle UNC next
Friday at 7 p.m. in the Jervey
Gym.

photo by Rob Biggerstaff. senior staff photographer
Tiger heavyweight Brian Celek does a little arm twistingjn arecent match.

INTRAMURAL DEPARTMENT
FIKE RECREATION CENTER
656-2116

Stadents. Ifcculty* Staff♦
Now get big savings on
Texas Instruments Portable
Professional Computer.

SAUNA ROOM NOW OPEN IN FIKE
RECREATION CENTER.
HOURS:

MON - THURS 12-2 P.M.
4 - 6 P.M.
FRIDAY

12-2 P,M,

WRESTLING TOURNAMENT
REGISTER

JAN. 21 - FEB. 5

TOURNAMENT FEBRUARY 6

***
HANDBALL SINGL£S AND DOUBLES
REGISTER

JAN. 21 - JAN. 30

SINGLES BEGIN FEBRUARY 4
DOUBLES BEGIN FEBRUARY 11

*#*
DANCE CLASSES
SPONSORED BY CLEMSON DANCERS
BALLET, JAZZ, TAP
CLASSES BEGIN JANUARY 28
SCHEDULE FOR CLASSES AVAILABLE
IN INTRAMURAL OFFICE

FOR MORE INFORMATION OF INTRAMURAL
EVENTS, CALL 656-2116.

fVfVA* \

Home of the
HALF POUND
Burrito

Not your ordinary fastfood Burrito. Taco Viva's
Burritos are full of more
of the good things —
like fresh meat, real
Cheddar cheese & crisp
lettuce. More to munch.
And definitely not for
lightweights.

The TI Portable Professional Computer is
every bit as powerful as the desktop TI
Professional Computer—ideal for college and
on into your career. It's identical to it in
every way except size: 128K bytes of RAM,
expandable to 768K. Five expansion slots.
Room for one or two floppy diskette drives.
Or move all the way up to a 10 megabyte
Winchester hard disk.

fow prSs £*,yZ IJ^ffer Lited to students, faculty, and staff of Uus campus.
MEMORY
SIZE

FLOPPY
DRIVES

■ *■ EL COUPON] *ff«

128K

8 Burrito and U
■Large Soft Drink tf

128K

ONE
TWO
TWO

5 • .79 mva tax

BExpuires 2/1/85

um\k

■ Two Ti

s

ft Large Soft Drink •
V
9

$1.79 phn t»x
Expires _ 2/1/85:

You get the superior keyboard. High resolution graphics. Greater expansion flexibility.
You gain: In portability. In convenience. You
can lock it in your closet when you go out.
Take it home on semester break. Take it to
the lab if you need to. Or have it all the time
right on your desk. You won't find this much
power and value anywhere at such an
economical price.

<90v\

COLOR MONITOR
SPECIAL PRICE
SUB. RETAIL
$1,495
$2,895

S3.295
$3,465

$1,645
$1,745

MONOCHROME MONITOR
SUB. RETAIL

SPECIAL PRICE

$2,295
$2,695
$2,865

$1,325

Don't wait. Supplies are limited. Offer ends March 15, 1985.
For further information, contact:

Computer Center
656-3494

$1,145

_$1-445-

I

Lady Tigers
top Cavaliers

The Tiger
needs
writers

COLUMBO'S PIZZA
Rogers Plaza
654-1103
Ctemson

FAST
FREE . . . DELIVERY
FREE DRINK OFFER—P» EACH:

by David Brandes
staff writer
The Lady Tigers rode the
strong inside play of seniors
Sandy Bishop and Peggy Caple
to down the Virginia Cavaliers
75-67 Saturday afternoon in
Littlejohn Coliseum.
Bishop led the Tigers with 21
points and 11 rebounds while
Caple added 17 points and 12
caroms.
"Both Peggy and Sandy hit some very big shots underneath,"
said head coach Annie Tribble,
"which was a key to the game."
The Lady Cavaliers threatened
to blow the Tigers out early
jumping to an 18-6 lead with
11:34 left to play.
The Tigers, however, roared
back with 10 unanswered points
to pull within two with 6:22
remaining.
Both squads traded baskets
throughout the rest of the half
with the Tigers taking a narrow
32-31 lead into the half by virtue
of a buzzer-beating jumper by
Melinda Hall Ashworth.
Hall Ashworth ended the game
with 17 points, collecting 10 of
those in the first half.
The Tigers opened the second
stanza with a strong 16-6 spurt
that gave the Tigers a lead they
would not relinquish.
The visiting Cavaliers did
threaten the Tigers as Donna
Holt hit a layup with 3:39 remaining to cut the Tiger lead to
63-57.
However, the Tigers held on,
despite poor foul shooting, to
capture an eight point victory.
Clemson hit only seven of 12 attempts in the final two minutes.
"Overall, it was a team
victory," said Tribble. "We were
just happy to be able to win."
Tribble had cited the Tigers inability to put away opponents in
earlier games as a major problem
but said the Tigers improved
Saturday.
"They did not quit tonight,
which really pleased me," said
Tribble. "I've been wanting them
to play with a little more killer ininstinct, and they showed that in
this game."
Tribble also remarked on the
strength of the Lady Tigers compared to other Atlantic Coast
Conference teams.
"We felt like we could match
up with any team in the conference," said Tribble, "provided
the girls start believing that."
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LARGE 2 or more topping pizza.MEDIUM 2or more topping pizza
SMALL 2 or more topping pizza

Receive one 2-Sler Coke
2 16-oz. Drinks
I 16-oz. Drink

LARGE THREE-TOPPING PIZZA
AND TWO-LITER COKE
REG. $11.60 FOR $9.90
(Thick crast nay be substituted as a topping.)
NOT VALID WITH OTHER SPECIALS
Expires 1/31/85

Way up
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Chris Michaels outreaches John Salley for a rebound in the
Georgia Tech game Wednesday.
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HAIRCUTS
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DOWNTOWN CLEMSON
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Scoreboard

Basketball
continued from page 23
eight unanswered points giving
them a 20-21 lead with 9:14 remaining in the half. The Tigers,
however, ended the half with
eight unanswered points of their
own to close the gap at 30-28.
The second half was close until
Tech's 15-5 spree, which gave
the Jackets a 55-44 lead with
6:54 remaining.
The Tigers scratched back
throughout the rest of the game
and pulled to within one at 60-59
with only 23 seconds left. However, Mark Price and Yvone Joseph
nailed two free throws each to
seal the victory.
Ellis cited rough play and intimidation as a major factor in
the loss. "There is no question
that we were just intimidated tonight," said Ellis. "I was disap-

pointed because we took it to them
down there, but not at home.
"It was a very physical game
which was to Georgia Tech's advantage," he said. "For every
shot Tech blocked, they conWith 7:36 left to play, Ellis was
slapped with a crucial technical
foul while Clemson had the ball
and down by only six. "I guess
that in a way I did not do my
job," said Ellis. "The technical
was my fault and it came at a
very bad time.
Ellis did not feel that he should
have been given the technical,
however.
"I didn't say anything," he
said. "I'm just an aggressive guy
trying to coach."
Overall, Ellis feels that the
Tigers must play harder to com-

Men's Basketball

pete in the ACG. "We have three
top 10 teams in here in a row. We
would like to pull an upset, but
we have to play better at home.
"We have to play hard and
smart."
Bruce Dalrymple and Price led
Tech with 19 and 18 points, respectively.
The Tigers had three in double;
figures. Glenn Corbit led with 13.
while Vince Hamilton and Grayson
Marshall each canned 11.

Jan 19—Clemson 82, Virginia 62
Women's Basketball
Jan. 19—Clemson 75, Virginia 67
Men's Swimming
Jan. 19—Clemson 58, North Carolina 55
Women's Swimming
Jan. 19—Clemson 84, North Carolina 56

Upcoming games
The Tigers have two home contests this week as Duke visits
Littlejohn Saturday and North
Carolina does the same this Wednesday. Game times are 3:30 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m., respectively.

Upcoming Games
Men's Basketball
Jan. 26—Duke at Clemson 3:30 p.m.
Jan. 30—North Carolina at Clemson 7:30 p.m.

Tropical Tanning
Center

PM's Clemson Spirits
255 College Ave. Victoria Square
#&
?°&&.

-1/-,o.

654-4236

%

KEGS ADVANCE ORDERS
Largest Selection of Imported
Beer - Ale - and French - California German & Italian Wines and Champagnes,
Ports & Sherries

,0^

YCC#

OPEN DAILY 10 a.m. until 9 p.m.
Clemson Shopping Center
(near Garrett's)

Get a golden tan in 3 to 8 sessions or
keep your tan in 1 to 2 sessions a week.
Won't burn, dry, or age your skin.
Complete privacy—luxurious

Unlimited sessions for
30 days (from date of purchase)
$45.00
Good through January 31, 1985

FOR

RENT
2- or 3-Br.
EXTRA
CLEAN
$22500-$42500
GREAT

WOLFF SYSTEM

LOCATION
654-4344
654-4339'

Downtown Clemson • 654-1094 • Open Mon.-Sat.

985
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Indoor track placed in Littlejohn Coliseum
by Tommy Trammell
staff writer
It is not a mistake or a misprint: The Tiger track team will
play host to the University of
Georgia this weekend in an indoor track meet.
Prior to the end of last November, an indoor track meet at
Clemson was never even considered. Thanks to an investment of
, about $54,000 and five years of
' planning, that is no longer the
case.
"The idea for an indoor track
has been discussed for quite a
while," Assistant Athletic Director Dwight Rainey said. "Other
priorities slowed down the implementation on this plan for
some five years, but the completed track represents a great
improvement in Clemson's track
program."
Fans who came to Littlejohn
Coliseum to see the Tiger basketball team play Tennessee Tech in
the season opener were surprised
to find a bright blue track encircling the entire building. The three
lane track, completed in late November, will serve as a training
facility for the Tiger track team
during the indoor track season.
Rainey cited other uses for the
track other than for the training
and competition of the track
team. "The track was built for
multi-purpose use, to benefit the
entire scope of athletics," Rainey
said. "We plan to provide the
track for any athletic team to use
in conditioning and training."
Interim head track coach Gail
Olson sees the new track as a
valuable addition to the track
program. "The new track will
allow us to train year round instead of only during the warmer
months," Olson said. "It is an
excellent place for our athletes to
train and also allows us the opportunity to host several indoor
meets."
The Tigers host Georgia Friday in their second indoor meet
of the season. "The word is out
about our new track," Olson said.
"It's a very fast track, and
Georgia wants to bring its

sprinters up to try and qualify Rainey said. "We plan to place
portable stands in each corner of
them for the nationals."
With the limited space avail- the four corners so spectators
able for the track in the lobby will at least see part of the action,
areas of the coliseum, the pro- much like at a stock car race."
Tiger runner Matt Dettman,
spect of spectator seating poses a
who competes in the 200 meter
major problem.
"The position of the track does and quarter mile events, looks for
cause a problem for spectators," the track to greatly improve the

team's performance this season.
"Being able to train year round
will certainly be a big advantage
for us," Dettman said. "The
track is real fast and is a big
boost for the track team. It will
enhance our training for the outdoor season."
Rainey has a similar attitude

toward the track. "It was built
with training in mind," he said.
"With the limited space available
in Littlejohn, we sought mainly
to provide a place for our athletes
to train, while at the same time
allowing for a place to hold small
indoor track meets."

Tracksters compete
by Tommy Trammell
staff writer
The Tiger indoor track team
got a taste of world competition
last weekend in Johnson City,
Tenn., when it competed in the
Eastman Invitational track meet.
Running in their first meet of
the season, the Tigers fared well
against the strong field of competitors, with several Clemson
team members making strong
showings. The team was coached
by graduate assistant Gail
Olson. Since the meet, Wade
Williams has been hired to
replace former head coach Stan
Narewski.
The meet, held on the campus
of East Tennessee State University, attracted many of the top
college and world class names in
track, including Calvin Smith
and Roger Kingdom, both of
whom were gold medalists at the
Olympic games held last summer
in Los Angeles. Smith ran on the
4X100 relay team while
Kingdom claimed his gold medal
in the high hurdles.
The Eastman meet represented
more of an individual-oriented
competition than a team-oriented
competition. The battle was more
against the clock—trying to
qualify for the nationals—than
against a fellow competitor.
Tiger Robert Debrouwer won
the two-mile event with a time of
8:39:08. That time was fast
enough to qualify him for the indoor national meet to be held in
Syracuse, N.Y., March 8 and 9..
High jumper Victor Smalls
cleared the 7 '4" mark in the competition to set a new Clemson in-

door record. Also, Martin Flynn
eclipsed his previous personal
best in the two-mile event by 30
seconds but was four seconds
shy of the time needed to qualify
for the national meet.
Olson was pleased by the performance of the team. "For this
time of the year, I think we did
really well," Olson said. "This being the first meet of the season,
we couldn't expect everyone to
be at their best.
"By January these kids are
really ready to compete," Olson
said. "They train hard all fall and
the indoor season provides them
an opportunity to prepare for the
outdoor season and face some top
competition. Naturally, they give
it their best in the indoor events,
but they are mostly concerned
with the outdoor season."
After an upcoming home meet
with Georgia this weekend, the
team will travel to Indiana and
the University of Tennessee in
the following weeks. "At this
point everyone is looking to improve," Olson said.

photo by Rob Biqqerstatf. senior stall photographei

Kip Farris leaps over a hurdle during practice at Littlejohn.

WALK TO CAMPUS
The plate to be in'85...

CLEMSON COURT I & II
A style of living for the discriminating student/person
2 & I bedroom Condominiums FOR RENT
All amenities you expect including:

CAROWINDS
Midway Music Hall
Sunday. January 27; 12-4 PM
Technician Interviews will be held at North Carolina School of
the Arts in the Workplace—Dance Studio #615 on Saturday.
February 2 from 1-3 PM; and at Carowinds in the Midway
Music Hall on Sunday, February 3 from 1-4 PM.

•Two (2) full baths
•Completely tastefully furnished
•Fully equipped kitchen
•Heat pump heating and cooling
•Dishwasher
•Garbage disposal
•Continuous cleaning oven

•Washer and dryer furnished
in each unit
•Fully carpeted
•Landscaped grounds
•Large storage room
•Pool
•Central vacuum (Clemson Court I)

LIMITED NUMBER STILL AVAILABLE

Singers • Dancers • Instrumentalists
Technicians • Variety Performers •
$190-$270/week

155 to <180/month
effeted iu

One round trip air fare will be paid to hired performers
traveling over 250 miles to the park.
Contact: Entertainment Department. Carowinds.
PO Box 240516, Charlotte, N.C. 28224
c. Copyright 1984, Kings Productions. 1932 Highland Avenue.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

It.

KINGS ISLAND • KINGS DOMINION • CANADA'S WONDERLAND^
CAROWINDS • GREAT AMERICA • HANNA BARBERA LAND

feal estate
322 College Avenue, Clemson. SC 29631
Phone:(803)654-3311
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Wrestler balances time between interests
by Scott Freeman
staff writer
So going to classes is tough.
How about going to classes and
being a varsity athlete? Or how
about going to classes, being a
varsity athlete, and being married? Kirk Hoffman does all
three.

Player Profile

1 !

Hoffman, a senior on the Tiger
wrestling team, has been a
starter for four years. Dedication
and hard work have enabled him
to become one of the most winning wrestlers in Atlantic Coast
Conference history as he recently
broke the conference record for
victories with his 107 th win.
Being a student athete is not
the only challenge for Kirk because he is a married studentathlete with responsibilities and
commitments outside of athletics.
Responsibilities are nothing
new to Kirk, whose father died 10
years ago. "I'm the only boy in
the family, and I have a mother
and two sisters," he said. "The
yard work and things they
couldn't do became my jobs.
"We're a very close family. My
sister graduated from Georgia
Tech and she was the one who
always told me to stick with the
books, get an education, and
work hard. She lives in Texas
now, but we're still very close."
Kirk, who was born in Houston,
started wrestling at an early age.
"We moved' from Houston to

Wrestling is not the only love
in Kirk's life. He and his wife,
Vickie, have been married 16
months. Although they are enjoying college life, the Hoffmans'
apartment seems a million miles
away from the carefree atmosphere of Johnstone Hall,
where most wrestlers live. There
is no blaring stereo, no banging
on the walls, and not a trace of
graffiti on their door.
When Kirk isn't practicing,
training, or competing, he is
studying and going to class.
Vickie takes courses at TriCounty Technical College and
works at Ingle's.
They both agree the toughest
thing about Kirk's wrestling is
the time consumption. "I have to
go out of town a lot to wrestle
and it's really hard to leave," he
said. "I only saw Vickie four days
during the Christmas break, but
she is such a positive influence
for me towards wrestling.
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"She is really into it and her
Kirk Hoffman eyes his Maryland opponent.
"The one thing that makes the family comes from Stone MounChattanooga, and in the fifth will last very long," Kirk said. "I
tain for every match."
difference is work and we begin
grade I began to wrestle arid play really feel there are freshmen
Kirk said he's an avid sports
the first week of school by hitfootball at the YMCA," he said. here at Clemson that are capable
fan
and has a number of other
ting the weight room three or
"I stayed with it after we moved of coming right behind me and
hobbies.
breaking
it.
I
think
it's
a
great
four times a week," he said. "By
to Stone Mountain, Ga."
"I like to fish," he said. I usuthe time the season rolls around
After growing up in three dif- situation because this is the best
ally
fish from March to the end of
we're practicing five days and
ferent states, Kirk chose Clem- freshman crop I 've seen here and
lifting three days. We're also ad- August, and I like to hike." The
son for two reasons. "The people it really shows where this provised to run three to five miles a industrial arts major also has an
here are as nice as anywhere," he gram is heading.
interest in working with his
"The program is definitely on
night."
said, "and the campus is the
Kirk competes in the 118- hands and has built such things
most beautiful of any I've seen." the upswing. In two or three
pound class, and it's his respon- as a microwave stand and a coat
Since coming to Clemson he has years it could be in the top five in
sibility to keep the weight down. rack for his home.
become a major reason for the the country: The current coachKirk hopes to get into coaching
ing
staff
has
changed
the
whole
"I don't have a certain diet, but I
rising success of Tiger wrestling.
after
graduation. If experience,
try to eat a good breakfast, a
His record with 107 wins speaks attitude of this team."
hard
work,
and, most of all, disKirk believes a top 10 finish is
light lunch, and a good dinner,"
for itself, but the overall program
he said. "It's up to us. If we eat a cipline are requirements, he
means more to Kirk than records. possible for this year's team and
should make an excellent coach.
"I'm very excited about the says that wins and rankings do big meal, we have to be willing to
not
happen
by
accident
or
luck.
pay
the
price
by
running
it
off."
ACC record, but I don't think it
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$1.00 off foot-long meatball or sausage and medium drink
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